
Mo Is Shy

 Narrator:: Minimally set the scene and describe visuals

 Bishop:: Prosecutor Evan Bishop. Drone like efficiency. Speaks into a digitizing 

microphone.

 Monet:: Public Defender Lisa Monet. Tough, elite Harvard lawyer and likes her bon 

mots, too.

 Judge:: Old, measured, occasionally almost a drawl.  Hides behind rules.

 Trustus:: FBI man Milton Trustus . Deadpan yet seething.  Under light disguise, 

cheeks packed with cotton.

 Defendant:: Quiet, shy and talkative, dreamy, disjointed when stoned

 Youssef:: Undercover agent 1. A natural fisher of men: domineering, praising, 

whatever it takes.

 Hussein:: Undercover agent 2. Chill. Fits smoothly into drug culture. Less natural 

than Youssef. Can see him work.

 Chin:: FBI man Delta Chin. Clean, polite, subtle. Sometimes deflective others 

absorbative, never aggressive.

 Devine:: FBI man Ivan Devine. Almost sympathetic. Had 'better' plans for the 

defendant.

 Todd:: FBI man John Todd. Squeezed, terse, trying to be Trustus

 Marino:: FBI electronics expert Galvin Marino. Reserved, trying to be Chin.

 Mahad:: the defendant's father. Strong Accent. Emotive.

 



 Court Scene:: Bishop Opens

1) Narrator:: Set scene.

2) Judge:: Prosecutor Bishop, your opening statement.

3) Bishop:: On November 26, 2010, the day after thanksgiving, thousands of American 

families attended the Christmas Tree lighting ceremony at Portland's Pioneer 

Square.

4)   Little did they know that THIS defendant had been plotting and scheming for 

several months to murder them all.

5)   The government will present evidence showing that he was intent on violent Jihad 

long before contact with the FBI: he wrote articles for the on-line zine Jihad 

Recollections, he felt justified in killing Americans, and he already selected 

Pioneer Square as his target.

6)   The FBI got involved when the defendant's father called to say his son was 

brainwashed and heading for violent Jihad in Yemen.

7)   Given this warning the FBI needed to assess the defendant: to see if he was just 

talk or a real threat to America.

8)   During the assessment operation, the FBI kept giving the defendant a way out, 

but he was determined.

9)   He kept completing tasks including; mailing electronics across a state line, 

viewing a test explosion, and renting a storage unit.

10)   He was resolved to commit violent Jihad in America and to prove it to the 

world, he made a good-bye video.

11)   The first undercover contact was on July 30th, 2010 with FBI special agent 

Youssef, posing as an al Qaeda recruiter.

12)   At this very first meeting the defendant expressed his justification for 

killing Americans and his long standing desire to make war on the West.

13)   On August 19th, 2010 the defendant met with FBI special agent Hussein, posing 

as an al Qaeda explosives expert.

14)   At that very first meeting Hussein learned that the defendant had been thinking 

about violent Jihad since he was 15.

15)   Hussein then only asked him what he wanted.

16)   The defended replied that he wanted to blow people up at the Pioneer Square 

Christmas Tree Lighting.

17)   He just needed a little help getting things together.

18)   On November 26th, 2010 FBI special agents picked up the defendant and took him 

to the van with the bomb.

19)   It was made by law enforcement officers to look real and capable of killing 

thousands of Americans.



20)   The defendant picked out the parking space near Pioneer Square, the defendant 

flipped the toggle switch on the bomb, the defendant dialed the cell phone 

detonator thinking that he was killing thousands of Americans.

21)   When it didn't work the first time he dialed the cell phone a second time ... 

then he was arrested .. and Portland was safe.

22)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Opens

23) Judge:: <breath of agreement and resolve> Ms Monet, your opening statement.

24) Monet:: On November 9, 2009, the defendant had just turned 18, had taken no 

action, and had made no statements about violence or jihad.

25)   He was using drugs, religiously confused, and he was alienated from his family.

26)   On this date, over a year before the Christmas Tree Incident, the FBI contacted 

this vulnerable youth and initiated their tried and true procedure for entrapment.

27)   In August of 2009 the defendant's father DID call the FBI because he has 

worried that his son was headed to Yemen.

28)   Within a few hours the father called back to say that he had found his son and 

that everything was OK.

29)   Tragically it was too late, the FBI initiated their year-long tried and true 

procedure for entrapment.

30)   

31)   The defendant was just a regular kid.

32)   He was brought up in the U.S. since he was three, he was involved in mainstream 

college culture, studying, partying, sometimes drinking too much, sometimes 

smoking too much pot.

33)   He was active on the internet where he did express unpopular opinions, however, 

he was all talk and no action - until the FBI got involved.

34)   In November of 2009, over a year before the fake bomb scare, an FBI operative 

posing as al Qaeda recruiter 'Bill Smith' first tried to entrap the defendant.

35)   This operative first introduced the idea of taking action in when west when he 

wrote about how easy is would be to bring any American city to it's knees.

36)   Although the defendant replied that he wasn't interested, Smith did file a 

report describing the defendant as conflicted and sad.

37)   Being a conflicted and sad teenager is not predisposition to crimes of mass 

destruction.

38)   Yet the FBI persisted.

39)   Their second entrapment attempt involved several agents and, still, the 

defendant did not respond.

40)   He did not show any interest or take any action.

41)   He only wanted to proselytize and write his poetry.



42)   He was all talk and no action.

43)   Although the second FBI attempt also failed, agents did report that he was 

binge drinking, using marijuana daily, and involved in immodest partying - all 

inconsistent with his religion.

44)   On June 7th, 2010 FBI headquarters in Washington DC gave local agents the green 

light to target the defendant and to use “everything they had on him”.

45)   The full forces of the FBI focused on an immature and troubled 18 year old.

46)   A week later, on June 14th the defendant was not allowed on an airplane to 

Alaska where he had a summer job lined up in the fishing industry.

47)   This was the start of a full court press with FBI agents persistently putting 

ideas in his head, egged him on, and invoking his duty to Allah.

48)   It took the FBI more than nine months with relentless efforts by dozens of 

agents and use of the no-fly list to get the defendant to even start talking about 

violence.

49)   This brings us to the critical first face-to-face meeting between `Youssef` and 

the defendant on July 30th, 2010.

50)   Now, this or that operative may make claims about what the defendant said, 

however, this meeting was mysteriously not recorded and all of the original notes, 

mysteriously destroyed.

51)   You need to exercise reasonable doubt, and assume innocence where any real 

evidence is lacking.

52)   During the course of this trial you will see and hear tapes of other meetings 

between the defendant and the two undercover FBI agents and, as bad as these tapes 

may seem, they are actual evidence for the defense.

53)   If you listen carefully you will hear the two older, more sophisticated men 

running the show.

54)   They use powerful psychological techniques including authority structure, 

praise, religious duty, and task-reward to dictate the youth's every move.

55)   Listen carefully and you will hear time and time again the two older, more 

sophisticated men easily manipulate a naive kid.

56)   The government has a two stage process to prove that they did not entrap a 

teenager: they must prove that the defendant was predisposed to commit the crime 

that he is now charged with; and they must prove that the agents did not induce 

him to commit the crime.

57)   We will present evidence that, far from assessing the defendant, the FBI was 

following a tried and true script for conviction and that the FBI guided the 

defendant through tasks in such detail as to leave no room for initiative or 

creative contribution.

58)   Entrapment is an important defense and this time the FBI simply went too far.



59) Judge:: Court adjourned until 9 AM.

60)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Trustus

61) Narrator:: The morning started with legal wrangling about discovery of evidence.

62)   The judge seems to decide what is allowed based on whether it is more probative 

than prejudicial.

63)   He just ruled that the defendant's hard drive was allowed evidence because it 

showed predisposition.

64)   He also gave the government until Wednesday morning to turnover documents from 

August, September and October 2010 FBI strategy meetings.

65)   At 9:20 the jury was seated and sent the judge a note which he read out loud:

66) Judge:: <reading> “Dear honorable judge the jury would like a written definition 

of entrapment so we can keep it in mind while we listen to the deliberations to 

help us determine the evidence.”

67)   <looking up> Let's proceed for now. <to Bishop> Call your first witness.

68) Bishop:: The government calls FBI Special Agent Milton Trustus  to the stand.

69) Sound:: Stiff walking, swinging gate, heavy, clumsy sitting

70) Bishop:: How long have you been with the FBI and in what capacity?

71) Trustus:: I've worked 12 years for the FBI: cyber terrorism, counter terrorism, 

narcotics – a variety of cases.

72) Bishop:: When did you get involved in this case?

73) Trustus:: The FBI started this investigation when the defendant's father 

contacted us in September of 2009.

74)   I got involved in the spring of 2010 when we found out that he was in contact 

with dangerous people in Pakistan.

75) Bishop:: What was your role in the investigation?

76) Trustus:: I was in charge of undercover operations. I crafted e-mails, planned 

the face-to-face meetings, and participated in post meeting debriefs.

77) Bishop:: Who was the defendant's overseas contact?

78) Trustus:: He was in e-mail contact with Amro Al Ali who was wanted by the Saudi 

government on terrorist charges.

79) Monet:: Object: Hearsay

80) Judge:: Overruled

81) Bishop:: What does this e-mail mean to you.

82) Sound:: Evidence clicking of showing a slide

83) Trustus:: It looks like Al Ali is recruiting the defendant for violent Jihad.

84) Monet:: Object, the witness is guessing

85) Judge:: Overruled, He said 'it looks like'

86) Trustus:: Al Ali is recruiting for al Qaeda in Yemen and the defendant wrote back 



saying 'just tell me what you want me to do'.

87)   It also made me nervous that they didn't use normal e-mail but developed a 

covert way of communicating: they shared a single e-mail account and exchanged 

messages in the 'unsent' folder

88) Bishop:: Would you call this a drop box

89) Trustus:: Yeah, this was a drop box and shows that the defendant was 

sophisticated in spy craft.

90) Monet:: Object hearsay

91) Judge:: Overruled

92) Bishop:: In June of 2010 do you set up undercover operations?

93) Trustus:: Yes, the defendant was trying to reach out to...

94) Monet:: Object, speculation

95) Judge:: Overruled

96) Trustus:: He was reaching out to dangerous people including Samir Kahn the 

publisher of Jihad recollections.

97)   Kahn was later killed in a US drone strike.

98) Monet:: Object – relevance

99) Judge:: Sustained <always condescending to the jury, smiling> disregard that last 

response.

100) Bishop:: What was the goal of the undercover operation?

101) Trustus:: The goal of the undercover operation was to assess a terrorist threat.

102)   We worked with our San Fransisco office because if their cyber investigation 

unit.

103) Bishop:: How did you proceed?

104) Trustus:: The first action was to draft an e-mail.

105)   Agent Chin out of the San Fransisco office helped write the first ones in the 

role of Youssef, an al Qaeda recruiter.

106) Bishop:: Can you read the defendant's e-mail response?

107) Trustus:: It says, “I have been betrayed by my family and now I can't travel'

108) Bishop:: And what does that mean

109) Monet:: Object, the e-mail speaks for itself.

110) Judge:: Overruled <to the Jury>  it is important to know the mindset of the 

agents.

111) Trustus:: It means that he will cut ties with his family and wants to fight for 

the cause.

112)   That's why we go ahead with the investigation.

113)   We sent another e-mail from Youssef setting up a face-to-face meeting.

114) Bishop:: What does this next e-mail mean?

115) Trustus:: This is the defendant's response.



116)   He wanted to meet at his Mosque.

117)   The FBI doesn't go into Mosques so we e-mailed back and moved the meeting to 

downtown Portland.

118) Bishop:: And how did the defendant respond.

119) Trustus:: He agreed to meet downtown and added that he was going to check me out 

to make sure I wasn't a spy.

120) Bishop:: Did that make you nervous?

121) Trustus:: Yes, we thought he must really be radicalized to be thinking of spies.

122) Bishop:: Do you recognize this issue of Jihad Recollections?

123) Narrator:: He shows the cover image of the twin towers in flames and a grinning 

Osama bin Laden.

124) Trustus:: Yes, the defendant wrote an article in that issue.

125) Bishop:: What did that make you think?

126) Trustus:: He wanted to be like Osama bin Laden.

127) Bishop:: Were you involved in planning the first meeting?

128) Trustus:: Yes

129) Bishop:: Was there a plan to give the defendant 4 options?

130) Trustus:: That's right. The options were designed to test his mind set.

131)   They ranged from praying to martyrdom.

132)   If he chose option 1 or 2 we would have stopped right away.

133) Bishop:: You didn't meet with the defendant yourself?

134) Trustus:: Correct, we had two undercovers meet with him, first Youssef and then 

Hussein.

135)   I met with them after each meeting for a debrief.

136)   In every meeting we give him a way out.

137)   His mind was set on bringing violent Jihad to America, just like Osama bin 

Laden.

138) Bishop:: In August 2010 did you provide the defendant with money and an 

apartment?

139) Trustus:: yeah, for the safety of our undercovers.

140) Bishop:: Did you ask him to buy a number of different bomb components?

141) Trustus:: Yeah, we wanted him to know that it was the real thing – we wanted to 

give him a reality check.

142) Bishop:: On November 26th, 2010 were you present?

143) Trustus:: Yeah

144) Bishop:: Did you assist in the arrest?

145) Trustus:: Yeah, we handcuffed him and put him in a vehicle.

146)   He was screaming and yelling and kicking.

147)   He kicked me in the head a couple of times.



148) Bishop:: No more questions, your Honor.

149) Narrator:: The judge then called a 15 minute recess and when we got back he 

addressed the jury:

150) Judge:: I will give a definition of entrapment and will do so later. Ms Monet, 

your witness.

151)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Trustus

152) Sound:: Monet moves quickly between mostly begrudgingly terse answers. Trustus 

maintains presence and marks time on mic with his breath.

153) Monet:: You have a BS degree in psychology?

154) Trustus:: Yeah

155) Monet:: In September 2009 you took an FBI course in Islamic Source Development?

156) Trustus:: Yeah

157) Monet:: Learned techniques in cross cultural communication

158) Trustus:: Yeah

159) Monet:: Tried and true practices of influence

160) Trustus:: What's that?

161) Monet:: You received training that it would be helpful to make someone feel 

special?

162) Trustus:: We learn how to talk to people.

163) Monet:: Providing a meal might be helpful?

164) Trustus:: If they ask.

165) Monet:: Would it move a relationship forward?

166) Trustus:: I was never taught that one.

167) Monet:: On December 10, 2009, you spoke with an FBI source at the defendant's 

Mosque?

168) Trustus:: Yeah

169) Monet:: And your source was in a position of authority

170) Trustus:: Yes, Ma'am

171) Monet:: You learned that the defendant was hungry and religiously conflicted

172) Trustus:: Yeah

173) Monet:: That there was discord in his family

174) Trustus:: Yeah

175) Monet:: That he was easily manipulated and that he was looking for guidance

176) Trustus:: Yeah

177) Monet:: The FBI was actively monitoring Samir Kahn, the publisher of Jihad 

Recollections?

178) Trustus:: Yeah

179) Monet:: Mr Kahn was well-known on the internet



180) Trustus:: I guess

181) Monet:: The defendant was 17 and a high school senior when he applied to write 

for Mr Kahn

182) Trustus:: Yeah

183) Monet:: The FBI did nothing to prevent contact between Mr Kahn and a US high 

school student?

184) Trustus:: It's a free county

185) Monet:: The article written by the defendant was 'Staying in Shape Without 

Weights' and this was basically a high school gym class

186) Trustus:: He wanted to bring war to the West, like Osama bin Laden.

187) Monet:: You testified that the defendant used an electronic 'drop box' to 

communicate?

188) Trustus:: Yeah

189) Monet:: This was the same method that General Petraes used to communicate with 

his girl friend

190) Trustus:: Yes, Ma'am

191) Monet:: and it was ineffective since the FBI intercepted all the communications?

192) Trustus:: OK

193) Monet:: On June 7th, 2010 you received an e-mail from an FBI superior giving the 

green light to target the defendant

194) Trustus:: We wanted to assess him.

195) Monet:: The e-mail uses the word 'target'

196) Sound:: paper evidence

197) Trustus:: If that's what it says.

198) Monet:: In June of 2010 you worked on the plan to target the defendant with 

undercover support from the FBI office in San Francisco

199) Trustus:: Yeah

200) Monet:: Agent Chin was the handler for undercover operative Youssef

201) Trustus:: He was the contact agent.

202) Monet:: On June 14th the defendant was going to fly to Alaska?

203) Trustus:: Yeah

204) Monet:: Did you have anything to do with the defendant being put on the no-fly 

list

205) Trustus:: <pause for three breaths: how can I avoid that; maybe this; no choice 

anyway> no

206) Monet:: At the airport he learned that he was on the no-fly list and was met by 

FBI agents.

207) Trustus:: We were worried he would join with al Qeada.

208) Monet:: FBI agents interviewed the defendant at the airport.



209) Trustus:: Yeah

210) Monet:: And Portland Police had a full SWAT team present for backup.

211) Trustus:: Yeah

212) Monet:: After this meeting the FBI started 24-7 surveillance on the defendant.

213) Trustus:: Yeah

214) Monet:: And he only communicated with his friends, not the people you were 

expecting?

215) Trustus:: Yeah

216) Monet:: On June 24th you sent an e-mail to agent Chin asking how to proceed?

217) Trustus:: Yeah

218) Monet:: You decided to use religious language in e-mails

219) Trustus:: We needed to assess him.

220) Monet:: The defendant responded negatively to your e-mail asking if he could 

still help the brothers.

221)   Basically, Don't call us we'll call you?

222) Trustus:: What's that?

223) Monet:: He wrote that he had other things to do?

224) Trustus:: Yeah

225) Monet:: That he would be the one to get in touch?

226) Trustus:: Yeah

227) Monet:: He did not seek continued contact at all?

228) Trustus:: OK

229) Monet:: He said 'No' and still the FBI persisted.

230) Trustus:: We were worried, he wanted to be like Osama bin Laden.

231) Monet:: You were familiar with the defendant's full FBI file.

232) Trustus:: Yeah

233) Monet:: You knew that he was drinking, smoking marijuana, and involved in 

immodest partying – all inconsistent with Islam.

234) Trustus:: Yeah

235) Monet:: In your next e-mail on June 28th, 2010 you invoked the name of Allah and 

religious duty to get the defendant to meet – and you knew he was a religiously 

conflicted and vulnerable youth?

236) Trustus:: What was I supposed to say, I was from the FBI?

237) Sound:: contained nervous laughter

238) Monet:: All this effort and still the defendant did not respond.

239) Trustus:: True

240) Monet:: On June 29th you wrote Chin again and advised that he was shy around 

adults and you wrote, quote 'we are using everything we have on him'.

241) Sound:: paper



242) Trustus:: If that's what it says there.

243) Monet:: On July 10th there was still no response and the FBI crafted another 

entrapment e-mail and finally on July 16th the defendant wrote back agreeing to 

meet at his Mosque.

244) Trustus:: Yeah

245) Monet:: He suggested that they take front seats at the Mosque and pray together.

246) Trustus:: Yeah

247) Monet:: The FBI crafted an enthusiastic, affirmative response and moved the 

meeting to downtown Portland.

248) Trustus:: We don't go into Mosques

249) Monet:: You testified that the defendant's next e-mail on July 26th mentioning 

spies was a red flag and showed that he was already radicalized.

250) Trustus:: Yes, Ma'am.

251) Monet:: However, you were the first one to bring up the idea of spies.

252) Trustus:: Huh?

253) Monet:: Here is your July 24th e-mail which reads, 'You have to be very careful, 

there are eyes and ears everywhere'.

254) Trustus:: I didn't say 'spies'.

255) Monet:: It was your decision to have the defendant move off campus?

256) Trustus:: Yeah

257) Monet:: On Aug 26, 2010 you wrote to Agent Chin that we have to isolate him in 

order to control his moves.

258) Trustus:: Yes Ma'am.

259) Monet:: Your plan was to give him money for rent and have him stay there by 

himself.

260) Trustus:: Yeah.

261) Monet:: And that is what happened?

262) Trustus:: Yeah

263) Monet:: When the defendant was arrested undercover agent Hussein was fake 

arrested and kept screaming Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar.

264) Trustus:: Yeah

265) Monet:: The defendant was quiet and compliant during the first part of the 

transport.

266) Trustus:: Yeah

267) Monet:: Then you said something to him in a foreign language to incite him and 

that didn't make it into any reports, and the reports were otherwise quite 

detailed.

268) Trustus:: I think I said `be quiet`, then he kicked me in the head a couple of 

times.



269) Monet:: You just testified that he was quiet before you said something to him.

270)   What did you say to incite him?

271) Bishop:: Object, Asked and answered.

272) Judge:: Sustained, move on.

273) Monet:: During the investigation you had recordings of all the defendant's phone 

calls, text message, all of his historic e-mails?

274) Trustus:: Yeah

275) Monet:: You had access to his computer.

276) Trustus:: Huh?

277) Monet:: Remember the judge's stipulation.

278) Trustus:: We had access to his computer.

279) Monet:: And FBI reports from 24/7 surveillance?

280) Trustus:: Yeah

281) Monet:: In all of this information gathering did the defendant show any interest 

in bomb making.

282) Trustus:: No

283) Monet:: Did you find any plans to use a weapon on mass destruction.

284) Trustus:: No.

285) Monet:: In fact, the defendant was only interested in writing.

286)   Kind of like, 'The pen is mightier than the sword'.

287) Trustus:: They never taught me that one.

288) Monet:: No further questions.

289)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Youssef

290) Narrator:: The judge then cleared the courtroom of public and press to protect 

the identity of the government's next witness, the undercover FBI agent Youssef.

291)   We watched on closed circuit from another courtroom.

292)   Lead prosecutor Evan Bishop started with the agents background.

293) Bishop:: You've worked for the FBI since 2004 and were previously a software 

engineer?

294) Youssef:: Yes

295) Bishop:: Did you receive any social science training or training in psychology?

296) Youssef:: No.

297) Bishop:: What is the goal of undercover work?

298) Youssef:: To meet face-to-face and assess the threat.

299) Bishop:: What does 'target' mean?

300) Youssef:: The person we're investigating.

301) Bishop:: You started on this case in June of 2010?

302) Youssef:: Yes



303) Bishop:: What information did you have about the defendant?

304) Youssef:: I only knew his age, that he was a college student and that he had 

travel restrictions because he was in contact with dangerous people overseas.

305) Bishop:: Was there a time issue?

306) Youssef:: Yeah, one of the people he was in contact with, Amro Al Ali, was a 

wanted terrorist.

307)   We thought he might do something at any time.

308) Bishop:: Why did you use religious language in your communications with the 

defendant?

309) Youssef:: It was language he was comfortable with.

310) Bishop:: What was your undercover role.

311) Youssef:: I was posing as an al Qaeda recruiter.

312) Bishop:: Did the defendant send you an e-mail trying to set up a meeting at his 

Mosque?

313) Youssef:: Yes, he did

314) Bishop:: Why did you reject his plan?

315) Youssef:: FBI policy doesn't allow us to go into Mosques.

316) Bishop:: The first face-to-face meeting took place on July 30th, 2010 at 11:30 

am. What concerns did you have.

317) Youssef:: He was sophisticated. I was worried that he would see through my 

cover.

318) Bishop:: Did you have a recording device?

319) Youssef:: Yes

320) Bishop:: When did you realized that it wasn't working?

321) Youssef:: I found out a few weeks later.

322) Bishop:: What did you first ask him?

323) Youssef:: If he was being a good Muslim.  He responded that he had written for 

Jihad Recollections.

324) Bishop:: Did that make you nervous?

325) Youssef:: Yeah, I thought he wanted to be like Osama bin Laden.

326) Bishop:: Did he ask you anything?

327) Youssef:: He asked how I knew Amro Al Ali,  I avoided it.

328) Bishop:: What happened next?

329) Youssef:: I asked what he was willing to do for the cause.

330) Bishop:: And he said?

331) Youssef:: That he originally wanted to have Jihad in the States and then he 

discussed his dream of going to Afghanistan to lead an army.

332)   He said he would do anything for the cause.

333) Bishop:: Then what happened?



334) Youssef:: I gave him five options:

335)   Pray five times a day; Get his engineering degree; Raise money; Become 

operational; and Become a martyr.

336)   He responded right away with 'operational'

337) Bishop:: What did that mean to you

338) Youssef:: He meant get a car full of explosives and blow people up.

339)   He originally suggested doing it in Washington DC so I asked his if he knew 

DC.

340)   He said no, so I asked if he knew Portland.

341)   Then I told him I knew some brothers who can help get explosives.

342) Bishop:: How long did the meeting last?

343) Youssef:: Thirty minutes, tops.

344) Bishop:: Did you do a post meeting debrief?

345) Youssef:: Yes, with agent Chin.

346)   He wrote up the report and I signed off on it before I even knew the recorder 

failed.

347) Bishop:: When was your next meeting with the defendant.

348) Youssef:: On August 19th we got take out food and went back to the Embassy 

Suites to meet with Agent Hussein.

349)   He was the al Qaeda bomb maker.

350) Narrator:: Prosecutor Evan Bishop then shows a video from the August 19th, 2010 

meeting between the defendant and the two undercover agents Youssef and Hussein.

351)   They are in a hotel room in downtown Portland, the defendant is sitting on the 

floor surrounded by cartons of takeout food. The agents are standing above him.

352)   

353) FBI Audio A19:: M is stoned. Hussein sprinkles liberally with Allahu Akbars and 

Insha'Allahs; snacking styrofoam,

354) Defendant:: My parents wouldn't let me go to Yemen.

355) Hussein:: Really, how long you been thinking about this?

356) Defendant:: Yeah, my dad called the FBI about brainwashing. It's hard to live in 

the west as a Muslim.

357) Youssef:: He is very inspirational.

358) Hussein:: Yes, I love what I see and hear. Is he really capable?

359) Youssef:: I think so, you know you can leave anytime you want, this isn't for 

everyone.

360) Hussein:: Yeah, There is no shame in leaving. Not everyone can do this. So what 

do you wanna do?

361) Defendant:: Did you know that I am on the no fly list?

362) Hussein:: Really? There is no shame in leaving. Not everyone can do this.  So 



what do you wanna do?

363) Defendant:: I'm a good writer. I won a poetry content in like 10th grade.

364)   I can be a rapper. I can learn more Arabic and rap in Arabic

365)   I'll get a souped up rapper-truck and a gangta gun and I'l.. <drifts away, 

finishes his soda>

366) Youssef:: Hey, what are you doing!

367)   You look like you are eating ice cream.

368)   Look me in the eye!

369)   ….

370)   <silence ,then promts Hussein in Arabic> Say your lines!

371) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar My son, I love your poetry it is so 

inspirational.

372)   I've been doing this for like 30 years and I can tell you, you are an amazing 

eighteen year.

373)   I love you already.

374)   Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar Insha'Alla.

375)   So, what do ya wanna do?

376) Defendant:: Last time me and a brother...

377) Youssef:: What we discussed is private. YOU are the diamond in the rough just 

tell him what is - in - your - heart.

378) Defendant:: Do you see where Polish troops shoot Afghan women for fun?

379) Hussein:: Yeah, just like dogs. Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar Insha'Allah. So what 

do you wanna do?

380) Defendant:: It is written that if they kill our women and children then we have 

the right to do the same.

381) Hussein:: That's right: an eye for an eye. Insha'Allah.

382) Youssef:: Oh, we have found a diamond in the rough.

383) Hussein:: So, my love, what do you wanna do?

384) Defendant:: Did you see those Danish cartoon?

385) Youssef:: We can't let the infidels get away with that. Tell him what is - in – 

your – heart.

386) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar Insha'Allah. My love, think of your duty to Allah. So, 

what do ya wanna do?

387) Defendant:: I like Youssef's idea where..

388) Youssef:: You are the diamond in the rough. Say what is - in - your - heart.

389) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar Insha'Allah. My love, think of your duty to Allah. So, 

what do ya wanna do?

390) Defendant:: You know Pioneer Square?

391) Hussein:: <syrupy, barely contained delighted>No..



392) Defendant:: So on November 26th they have this tree lighting ceremony. If we had 

a truck...

393) Hussein:: <containing excitement. His lucky day> You wanna truck?

394) Youssef:: That would take like three trucks. This is in your heart! I'm bringing 

it to your heart.

395) Hussein:: I love him already.

396) Youssef:: He is very inspirational.

397) Hussein:: I love what you are saying. The brother will love your words.

398) Youssef:: This kind of work isn't for everyone, you can quit any time you want.

399) Hussein:: Ha ha, I've experienced some things in my day! There is no shame in 

leaving. Not everyone can do this.

400) Youssef:: Can your write some poetry for the brothers? The brothers can really 

use some inspiration.

401) Defendant:: I love to write.

402) Hussein:: So, how long you been thinking about this?

403) Defendant:: I was always a good writer.

404) Hussein:: Oh, OK.  Allahu Akbar Insha'Allah, so, how long you been thinking 

about this?

405) Defendant:: what?

406) Youssef:: Look me in the eye! How long have you been thinking about Pioneer 

Square?

407) Defendant:: uh, since the last time (I saw you...)

408) Youssef:: Tell him what is - in - your – heart.

409)   …..

410)   <silence then prompts Hussein with a grunt >

411) Hussein:: Maybe the brothers can help. I really admire you, my son. But I have 

to ask the brothers.

412)   How do they know they can trust you?

413) Narrator:: Back in court

414) Bishop:: Why did you say that he can leave anytime he wants.

415) Youssef:: We wanted him to know that be could leave anytime he wants.

416) Bishop:: Why did you ask what is in his heart?

417) Youssef:: Public safety became a concern. I needed to assess his state of mind.

418) Bishop:: Why did you stand over him and say that it looked like he was eating 

ice cream?

419) Youssef:: I was trying to scare him out of it. I wanted him to feel that this 

was real.

420) Bishop:: Why did you say that there was no shame in leaving?

421) Youssef:: We wanted him to know that there was no shame in leaving.



422) Bishop:: What happened next?

423) Youssef:: We set up another meeting to assess his mind set.

424) Bishop:: And this was on August 31st?

425) Youssef:: That's right.

426) Narrator:: The government then showed video of this meeting, this time at the 

Marriott Hotel in downtown Portland and, again, the defendant is sitting on the 

floor surrounded by cartons of take out food. It starts with Hussein:

427)   

428) FBI Audio A31:: Defendant is on a low - despondent

429) Hussein:: The brothers can help. A lot of people died to get this money but we 

believe in you. Here's a list of electronics we are going to need. Can you do 

that?

430) Defendant:: Where do I go?

431) Hussein:: Radio-shack has all that.

432) Sound:: paper switching hands

433) Youssef:: You need to mail these components to this address in California. OK?

434) Defendant:: OK,...what's a toggle switch again?

435) Hussein:: Go to The Shack they will set you up.

436) Youssef:: When you mail the electronics put in a couple of other things so it 

doesn't look too suspicious.

437) Defendant:: … like what?

438) Youssef:: It doesn't matter.

439)   You're going to need to move off campus.

440)   Can you get an apartment in Corvallis?

441)   <pause for nod, hand motion sounds>

442) Youssef:: OK, good. As soon as this is over we'll get you overseas.

443) Hussein:: We can still get you out if you want. It would take some work but we 

can get you out.

444) Youssef:: You also need to find a place to park the van.

445)   It will be a big bomb so anywhere within two blocks is good.

446)   We only have two and a half months to plan this.

447) Hussein:: No shame you can stop anytime you want.

448) Youssef:: You need to get those electronics to California by next week. Can you 

do it?

449) Defendant:: In the spring I'll be married and start a new life.

450)   I'll be a good Muslim and pray 5 times a day.

451) Youssef:: You can pray and write poetry and ride horses every day. I'm so 

inspired by your writing.

452)   The brothers will love your poetry.



453)   The van is going to be packed with big barrels of explosives it will take out 

a few city blocks or more.

454) Hussein:: Can you drive a big van, my love?

455) Defendant:: Yeah, I'm a good driver. Will you be there?

456) Youssef:: You're going to get a call to pick up the van, you'll park it, then 

I'll pick you up.

457)   The brothers will get you overseas and you will start your new life.

458)   You will be an honored poet.

459) Defendant:: .... got anything to burn?

460) Hussein:: By all means, please do.

461) Narrator:: back in court

462) Bishop:: Why are you giving him detailed instructions?

463) Youssef:: We were afraid he would martyr himself so we wanted to keep him busy.

464) Bishop:: Was this the first time you discussed how big the bomb was.

465) Youssef:: Yes, and he didn't react at all.

466) Bishop:: At this point you had two and a half months to go.

467)   Why didn't you just meet on November 26th?

468) Youssef:: We had to keep an eye on him, make sure he stayed on the reservation.

469) Bishop:: Why did you tell him that he could stop, that you could get him out?

470) Youssef:: We wanted him to know he could stop at any time.

471) Bishop:: What happened next.

472) Youssef:: On September 16th he mailed the bomb parts to California.

473)   On September 24th he wrote me e-mail saying that he found his keys.

474)   Those were code words he used to tell me that he found a parking space for the 

van.

475) Bishop:: What did his use of code words mean to you?

476) Youssef:: He was spy-craft sophisticated. He had been thinking about this for a 

long time.

477) Bishop:: The next face-to-face meeting was on October 3rd in Corvallis?

478) Youssef:: Yes

479) Narrator:: The government then showed video of this meeting.

480) FBI Audio O3:: Defendant is not stoned the camera only show the defendant in 

profile sitting at a table

481) Hussein:: So, my love, where did you find your keys?

482) Sound:: checks pockets

483) Defendant:: I didn't lose my keys.

484) Hussein:: ...<no problem, take 2> So, my love, did you find a place to park the 

van?

485) Defendant:: I found a 15 minute parking space in front of Ben Bridges.



486)   That way, if someone is parked there we can just drive around for 15 minutes.

487) Youssef:: How far is it from the square?

488) Defendant:: It is right near there.

489) Youssef:: OK, now we need you to rent a storage space for the bomb.

490)   You also need to get four passport photos.

491) Defendant:: I couldn't find a timer but I mailed the rest of that stuff, like 

you said.

492) Hussein:: That's OK, my love, I can get the timer.

493) Reporters:: And Mr Bishop reviewed this evidence

494) Bishop:: Why are the tasks getting more specific?

495) Youssef:: We wanted to test his resolve.

496)   

497) Bishop:: Did the defendant hesitate.

498) Youssef:: No, his mind was already made up to kill Americans.

499) Bishop:: How did you proceed?

500) Youssef:: We wanted to show him a real explosion so he could see how real it 

was.

501) Bishop:: What would you have done if he said he wanted out?

502) Youssef:: We would of ended the investigation right away.

503) Bishop:: What happened next?

504) Youssef:: We set up the test explosion for November 4th.

505)   Local police picked out a site outside Corvallis.

506)   Hussein and I picked up the defendant at 8:45 in the morning near the 

Starbucks.

507) Narrator:: The government then played audio from the car ride.

508) FBI Audio N4:: car ride Defendant is stoned: GPS navigator giving driving 

instructions in background >

509) Youssef:: So what do you want to do after this is all over and you go overseas.

510) Defendant:: I'm gonna have a wife and a horse and I'm gonna write my …

511)   Hey, see that river, That's a nice river  ….  I was supposed to go fishin 

there (last year...)

512) Youssef:: How do you see the war on the west going.

513) Defendant:: Uh, maybe a bunch of Mumbai style attacks?

514)   Do you think we could stop (real quick and...)

515) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar,  My son, you are as close to me as my own head and eyes.

516)   So, what do you see happening next in the war on the west?

517) Defendant:: ..., I had a dream the other night about some more 9/11 stuff.

518) Youssef:: Very inspirational.

519)   We brought a video camera in case you want to make a video explaining why 



you're doing this.

520)   Of course, it is up to you.

521)   A lot of brothers want to do it. It is your choice, no pressure.

522)   A lot of brothers do it. You have to want it.

523) Narrator:: Back in court.

524) Bishop:: Why talk about overseas?

525) Youssef:: We wanted to give him something to look forward to.

526)   We were afraid he would do something on his own - martyr himself.

527) Bishop:: What did you think when the defendant started talking about 9-11?

528) Youssef:: That scared us. We were afraid he might try something like 9-11, like 

Osama bin Laden.

529) Bishop:: Whose idea was it to make the good-bye video?

530) Youssef:: We brought it up and gave him the choice. He decided to do it.

531) Bishop:: What happened at the test site?

532) Youssef:: We wanted the defendant to see what a bomb would do, to give him a 

sense of realism.

533) Bishop:: The device was detonated?

534) Youssef:: Yes, it was a huge explosion

535) Bishop:: Then you drove back to Corvallis?

536) Youssef:: Yes, we got lost for like two hours each way so it was a very long 

day.

537) Bishop:: What happened next?

538) Youssef:: The defendant decided to make the good bye video.

539) Narrator:: The government then showed the video. It starts with the defendant in 

white robes. He says that he is ready. After a long pause he says, 'wait a sec', 

takes off the robes and has on military -style camouflage shirt and pants. He 

starts in Arabic and switches to English:

540) FBI audio N4apt:: 

541) Defendant:: <stoned> As your soldiers target our civilians we will do the same.

542)   How dare you attack a Muslim land? Living in America is a sin.

543)   To my parents who held me back from Jihad I will ask you on judgment day about 

your living with the enemy.

544)   To my sister I say Fear God. To my brother I say, follow my lead.

545) Bishop:: No further questions, your honor.

546) Judge:: Court is in recess until 9:30 tomorrow morning.

547)   

548) Date:: Jan 16

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Youssef

549) Narrator:: Wednesday morning started with a surprise



550) Monet:: Your honor, move to dismiss.

551) Judge:: <like a pissed off yawn> Denied. Call in the jury.

552) Narrator:: The jury filed in and Public defender Lisa Monet began her cross-

examination of the undercover FBI agent Youssef

553) Sound:: Youssef is belligerent, often breathing distractfully into his 

microphone.

554) Monet:: You were not the first FBI agent to contact the defendant.

555) Youssef:: I don't know about that.

556) Monet:: Have you heard of agent Bill Smith?

557) Youssef:: I've heard of that.

558) Monet:: You testified that you were trying to assess the defendant's mental 

state and that might have been influenced by earlier FBI contact from agent Smith?

559) Youssef:: I don't know about that.

560) Monet:: The defendant was not fluent in Arabic?

561) Youssef:: True

562) Monet:: So you and Hussein could talk behind his back. You knew that he strayed 

from his religion

563) Youssef:: Yes

564) Monet:: That he read extremist websites

565) Youssef:: Yes

566) Monet:: That he was familiar with the language of Jihad and used it with ease.

567) Youssef:: I though he was radicalized.

568) Monet:: You knew he was conflicted: he was Salafi and yet drank, smoked 

marijuana, and fraternized with women all of which are not consistent with his 

religion.

569) Youssef:: OK.

570) Monet:: You knew he was religiously conflicted and provided him with guidance.

571) Youssef:: Not religious guidance.

572) Monet:: Let me remind you of your e-mail. Can you read the highlighted section.

573) Youssef:: <reading> Allah has a good reason for you to stay where you are.

574) Monet:: So you provided religious guidance.

575) Youssef:: If you say so.

576) Monet:: You knew he was poor.

577) Youssef:: Not that he was hungry.

578) Monet:: You knew he wanted to go to Alaska to work

579) Youssef:: He wanted to continue on to Jihad in Yemen.

580) Monet:: You knew he was working two jobs in Portland

581) Youssef:: Yes

582) Monet:: You gave him cash



583) Youssef:: Yes

584) Monet:: You lectured him about not spending the money

585) Youssef:: I though he would do something else with it.

586) Monet:: According to the surveillance transcript on October 3rd you told the 

defendant that brothers had died for the money so don't waste it.

587) Youssef:: I was in role.

588) Monet:: You knew he was lonely

589) Youssef:: Yes

590) Monet:: Your partner, Hussein said, I love you, to the defendant on their first 

meeting

591) Youssef:: Yes

592) Monet:: <faintly disgusted> He was just 18 when you met him?

593) Youssef:: He said he was 19.

594) Monet:: He was still living with his mother

595) Youssef:: Yes

596) Monet:: He had a curfew?

597) Youssef:: Huh?

598) Monet:: He had to be home at a certain time

599) Youssef:: yes

600) Monet:: You talked to him like a child.

601) Youssef:: I don't agree.

602) Monet:: You were concerned that he wasn't focused

603) Youssef:: Yes

604) Monet:: You said, you look like you are eating ice cream

605) Youssef:: Yes

606) Monet:: that you are like a kid

607) Youssef:: yeah, ok.

608) Monet:: He was like a son to Hussein

609) Youssef:: Yes

610) Monet:: You knew he was easily manipulated.

611) Youssef:: No, I just learned that last week.

612) Monet:: You often used praise with him

613) Youssef:: Yes

614) Monet:: You testified that you were worried that he would do something else, yet 

he was under massive 24/7 surveillance?

615) Youssef:: No one told me how much.

616) Monet:: In August 2010 the FBI counter terrorism division wrote a memo stating 

that the defendant was not a danger and that he would not take action on his own.

617) Youssef:: No one ever told me.



618) Monet:: Let's see if we can agree what happened on July 30th.

619) Youssef:: OK

620) Monet:: That was your first face-to-face meeting with the defendant

621) Youssef:: Yes

622) Monet:: It lasted about 30 minutes

623) Youssef:: yes

624) Monet:: You were wearing a concealed recording device

625) Youssef:: Yes

626) Monet:: You specifically asked for this type of device

627) Youssef:: I don't recall.

628) Monet:: Does this e-mail refresh your memory?

629) Judge:: Witness screen only

630) Youssef:: <reading...> OK

631) Monet:: So you might have forgotten things from two and a half years ago.

632) Youssef:: Unless my memory is refreshed by documents

633) Monet:: The recording device you specifically requested somehow failed?

634) Youssef:: I'm not the electronics expert.

635) Monet:: Your handler, Agent Chin, was in the hotel lobby for this first meeting 

and he could hear you

636) Youssef:: Yes

637) Monet:: Agent Chin destroyed all his original notes

638) Youssef:: Yes

639) Monet:: There is no tangible evidence from that first meeting. Let's see what we 

do know.

640)   It was the FBI's idea to create the good bye video.

641) Youssef:: Yes

642) Monet:: and this video has evidentiary value.

643) Youssef:: Yes

644) Monet:: So you helped create evidence with the eye to this trial.

645) Youssef:: He chose the topic, those were his words.

646) Monet:: You cajoled him into making the video.

647)   You gave him some options with your finger on the scale.

648) Youssef:: I wanted him to make the video.

649) Monet:: You've made videos in other cases.

650) Youssef:: Surveillance videos.

651) Monet:: On the November 4th car ride to the test bomb site, the defendant 

decided not to do the video in the U.S.

652) Youssef:: True

653) Monet:: to wait until he goes abroad



654) Youssef:: Yes

655) Monet:: and you changed his mind

656) Youssef:: Yes

657) Monet:: and it was easy.

658) Youssef:: Yes, those were his own words.

659) Monet:: Let's take a closer look at that.

660) Narrator:: She plays a clip of the November 4th car ride to the test bomb site:

661) Audio:: N4c

662) Hussein:: You are about to make history, my love.

663)   You know with your background as a poet you could write a lot for the 

brothers.

664)   Write something nice for your brothers.

665) Youssef:: You want to write about why you are doing this.

666)   It will be inspirational for the brothers. It is up to you what to write.

667) Hussein:: Most people want to do it and they usually like to write something to 

their family.

668) Youssef:: You are a great poet. Write something for the brothers. I can't tell 

you what to write.

669) Hussein:: You write so beautifully, my son.

670) Defendant:: ok, …<fading off>  tell me about the horses again.

671)   

672) Monet:: This is you and Hussein directing content of the good bye video

673) Youssef:: Yes

674) Monet:: You assigned him the task of making the video

675) Youssef:: Yes

676) Monet:: and you described the topics

677) Youssef:: Yes

678) Monet:: When you said that you didn't have influence on the video, that wasn't 

true

679) Youssef:: OK

680) Monet:: Let's have a look at some more evidence you helped create.

681)   It was the FBI's idea to have the defendant buy electronics?

682) Youssef:: Yes

683) Monet:: and you wrote him a shopping list

684) Youssef:: Yes

685) Monet:: he didn't know what a toggle switch was

686) Youssef:: Not at first

687) Monet:: the FBI provided the money

688) Youssef:: Yes



689) Monet:: there was nothing illegal on the list

690) Youssef:: true

691) Monet:: nothing dangerous

692) Youssef:: true

693) Youssef:: The most difficult item was a timer and he couldn't get that.

694) Monet:: He got most of it.

695) Monet:: Why did you tell him to destroy your shopping list?

696) Youssef:: They were components for a bomb.

697) Monet:: And he could get everything at Radio Shack?

698)   You expressed to the defendant a need for secrecy.

699) Youssef:: Yes

700) Monet:: and you gave him twenty eight hundred dollars to rent an apartment

701) Youssef:: Yes, for operational security.

702) Monet:: The defendant had never rented an apartment before

703) Youssef:: true

704) Monet:: and he asked you - an al Qaeda recruiter to cosign the lease?

705) Youssef:: Yes

706) Monet:: doesn't that show he is not too bright? You tasked the defendant with 

renting a storage unit to build the bomb

707) Youssef:: Yes

708) Monet:: but he didn't know what a storage unit was.

709) Youssef:: Not at first.

710) Monet:: After you told him what a storage unit was he still couldn't get one

711) Youssef:: yes

712) Monet:: Finally, you gave him the name of a facility.

713) Youssef:: As an example.

714) Monet:: According to this transcript you pointed at a facility and said, 'just 

get that one'.

715) Youssef:: If that is what you have there.

716) Monet:: You had to prod him to get him to do this

717) Youssef:: ok

718) Monet:: it wasn't much of a task.

719) Youssef:: Not in this particular case.

720) Monet:: Earlier the government argued that the defendant's use of code words 'I 

found my keys' to indicate that he located a parking space made him spy-craft 

sophisticated.

721)   The FBI gave him those code words

722) Youssef:: Yes

723) Monet:: throughout the operation you had to make sure he stayed on track



724) Youssef:: Yes

725) Monet:: There were, in fact, dozens of agents involved in surveillance and at 

the face to face meetings the Portland Police department provided full SWAT teams

726) Youssef:: Yes.

727) Monet:: It must have been expensive?

728) Bishop:: Object – relevance

729) Judge:: Sustained

730) Monet:: No further questions.

731) Judge:: Mr Bishop, anything on redirect.

732)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Redirects Youssef

733) Bishop:: Just a few questions you honor.

734) Bishop:: Why was religious language used?

735) Youssef:: That's what he was comfortable with.

736) Bishop:: The defendant had a plane ticket to Alaska. Did he want to travel on 

from there?

737) Youssef:: Yes, he wanted to go to Yemen and make war on the west.

738) Bishop:: Why did you have him get an apartment?

739) Youssef:: Operational security. He was dangerous, we needed to keep an eye on 

him.

740) Bishop:: Did he express interest in driving the van into a crowd a blowing 

himself up?

741) Youssef:: Yes, he did.

742) Bishop:: Why did you say, it looks like you are eating ice cream?

743) Youssef:: He talked so casually about killing so many Americans – like he was 

eating ice cream.

744) Bishop:: Was the defendant manipulable?

745) Youssef:: No, he knew he wanted to kill Americans before I met him.

746) Bishop:: Ms Monet implied that you suggested the video, but you didn't tell him 

what to say?

747) Youssef:: Those were his own words.

748) Bishop:: Why did you tell him to burn the shopping list?

749) Youssef:: It was a recipe for a huge bomb.

750) Bishop:: Why didn't you just rent the storage unit yourself?

751) Youssef:: We needed to test his resolve, to give him a chance to get out.

752) Bishop:: What if the defendant wanted out.

753) Youssef:: We would have stopped right away.

754) Bishop:: No more questions.

755) Judge:: Ms Monet, recross?



756) Monet:: No questions.

757) Judge:: Call your next witness.

758)   

759) Court Scence:: Bishop Directs Hussein

760) Bishop:: The government calls Hussein to the stand.

761)   Hussein is not your true name.

762) Hussein:: Correct

763) Bishop:: You are currently undercover

764) Hussein:: Yes

765) Bishop:: You were a police officer in narcotics for 20 years

766) Hussein:: Yes

767) Bishop:: and joined the JTTF in 2003

768) Hussein:: Yes

769) Bishop:: You went to FBI undercover school

770) Hussein:: Yes

771) Bishop:: were born in an Arabic speaking country

772) Hussein:: Yes

773) Bishop:: and you are a Muslim

774) Hussein:: Yes

775) Bishop:: How did you get involved in this case.

776) Hussein:: Agent Chin called me in August of 2010.

777) Bishop:: What was your role?

778) Hussein:: I was posing as an al Qaeda bomb maker.

779) Bishop:: What was the goal of your undercover operation.

780) Hussein:: Our purpose was to assess the defendant.

781) Bishop:: How did you start?

782) Hussein:: We found out that the recorder failed on the first meeting, we wanted 

to recapture that.

783) Bishop:: Your first meeting with the defendant was on August 19th

784) Hussein:: Yes

785) Bishop:: And you wore a body wire

786) Hussein:: Yes

787) Bishop:: What happened at this meeting?

788) Hussein:: We started with small talk.

789)   It was important to get him to like me so we could get all of the facts.

790)   Then the defendant came up with the target of Pioneer Square.

791) Bishop:: What did he tell you he wanted to do?

792) Hussein:: He came up with the idea to get a truck full of explosives and blow 

people up at the tree lighting ceremony on November 26th.



793) Bishop:: Why did you ask him what was in his heart?

794) Hussein:: Our goal was to assess, so his mind set was important.

795)   He said we have to do something about the attacks on Muslim countries – he 

felt justified in killing Americans.

796) Bishop:: Why did you give the defendant positive feedback?

797) Hussein:: I was playing my role.

798) Bishop:: Did you give the defendant options?

799) Hussein:: Yes

800) Bishop:: How many times did you say that he could just walk away and there would 

be no shame?

801) Hussein:: I told him he could get out at least two or three times, no shame.

802) Bishop:: Why did you try to talk the defendant out of his plan to blow up 

Americans?

803) Hussein:: We wanted to see how determined he was – he never hesitated.

804) Bishop:: At your second meeting with the defendant you said again he could stop 

at any time.

805) Hussein:: He came up with the plan. He wanted to continue.

806) Bishop:: Why did you give the defendant the task of buying bomb components?

807) Hussein:: We wanted to give him the touch and feel of the components, we wanted 

to make it real.

808) Bishop:: Were the tasks you gave him difficult?

809) Hussein:: That increased over time. We needed to test his resolve and give him a 

chance to stop.

810) Bishop:: Did he ever hesitate?

811) Hussein:: (sigh) No, he never hesitated.

812) Bishop:: What was the purpose of your meeting on October 3rd in Corvallis?

813) Hussein:: We wanted to assess his state of mind.

814) Bishop:: Why did you ask him again if he wanted to get out?

815) Hussein:: We wanted him to know that he could get out.

816) Bishop:: And what if he said yes?

817) Hussein:: We would have stopped right away, it would have been over.

818) Bishop:: Did you read his poetry and complement him?

819) Hussein:: Yes, I was amazed at how good his poetry was. It was not false praise.

820) Bishop:: Why did you take him to witness a real explosion?

821) Hussein:: To make it real for him, to give him the sound and smell of a real 

explosion.

822) Bishop:: Did the defendant give you anything at the start of the trip?

823) Hussein:: Yes, a USB drive with the Pioneer Square plan.

824)   He came up with a sophisticated plan, he picked out backup parking spaces, he 



mapped out an escape route to I-5.

825)   He was planning this for a long time.

826) Bishop:: No more questions.

827) Judge:: Court adjourned until 9 tomorrow morning.

828) Date:: J17

829)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Hussein

830) Narrator:: Thursday morning started with a discussion of admissible evidence 

before the jury was seated.

831) Sound:: Monet is channeling Steve Wax

832) Monet:: Your honor, our defense depends on the assertion that the agents were 

not acting to assess the defendant but rather to craft evidence leading to a 

conviction.

833)   In order to do this we need to attack the integrity of the investigation.

834)   Agent Bill Smith's intent was not deemed relevant and not admitted.

835)   Some evidence from Agent Trustus was similarly denied.

836)   As you know, after several of the undercover meetings the agents forgot to 

turn off their microphones and the jury needs to hear this.

837)   For example, after the August 19th meeting all of the agent are excited that 

'the kid took the bait'.

838)   This is the opposite of what the agents are claiming on the stand – that they 

are sympathetic and were trying to dissuade him.

839) Judge:: I'm concerned that these outtakes would be more prejudicial than 

probative.

840)   If you want to impeach the witness, you have to lay the foundation.

841)   Ask him, 'were you excited' and if he says no then you can play the clip.

842) Monet:: The outtakes are important in two ways: factually and the tone of the 

agent's voice is also telling – it shows most clearly the agent's true intent.

843) Judge:: The defense needs to ask factual questions, if there is a denial you can 

play the clip.

844) Monet:: Your honor, you have allowed the prosecution to show the jury full 

issues of Jihad Recollections complete with images of Osama bin Laden and of the 

flaming twin towers in the 9-11 attacks.

845)   The outtakes from undercover meeting are certainly less prejudicial more 

probative and more pertinent. They are independently admissible.

846) Judge:: That is not clear.

847) Monet:: May I play the tapes if there is a contradiction with testimony?

848) Judge:: Only if there is a direct denial.

849) Monet:: how...



850) Judge:: That is my decision. Call in the Jury.

851) Narrator:: Public defender Lisa Monet then began her cross-examination of 

undercover FBI agent Hussein. Press and public are still sequestered to protect 

his ongoing cover. Ms Monet starts by going over the agents training.

852) Sound:: Hussein answers the defense attorney less quickly, more deliberately; 

Monet is less aggressive than with Youssef

853) Monet:: You've worked as a police officer?

854) Hussein:: Yeah, for like 20 years.

855) Monet:: You've been full time with the FBI since 2004?

856) Hussein:: Yeah

857) Monet:: so you've received additional training with the FBI?

858) Hussein:: Yeah

859) Monet:: taken classes in interpersonal skills

860) Hussein:: Yeah

861) Monet:: strategic Islamic source development

862) Hussein:: Yeah

863) Monet:: you have a BS is science

864) Hussein:: Yeah

865) Monet:: training in denial and deception

866) Hussein:: Yeah

867) Monet:: in psychology

868) Hussein:: no

869) Monet:: you HAVE had training in establishing rapport

870) Hussein:: Yes

871) Monet:: how to relate to other people

872) Hussein:: OK

873) Monet:: how to interrogate

874) Hussein:: <shrug> sure

875) Monet:: and psychology has been a part of it

876) Hussein:: if you say so

877) Monet:: You've spent considerable time working in narcotics

878) Hussein:: Yeah

879) Monet:: undercover operations

880) Hussein:: Yeah

881) Monet:: you are familiar with informants working their way up the drug chain

882) Hussein:: Yeah

883) Monet:: you have supplied targets with drugs

884) Hussein:: Yeah

885) Monet:: set them up for the big bust



886) Hussein:: <shrug> sure

887) Monet:: and you are good at it.

888) Hussein:: I don't know about that.

889) Monet:: You've been undercover for the past six years

890) Hussein:: Yeah

891) Monet:: you know how to portray yourself as something you are not

892) Hussein:: Yeah

893) Monet:: your job is to get people to believe you when you are not telling the 

truth

894) Hussein:: <shrug> sure

895) Monet:: and you've testified in front of a jury a fair amount.

896) Hussein:: That's different

897) Monet:: And you've testified in front of a jury a fair amount.

898) Hussein:: some

899) Monet:: Some, Sometimes you want someone as a defendant

900) Hussein:: Yeah

901) Monet:: sometimes as a source

902) Hussein:: Yeah

903) Monet:: you took an authoritative role with this defendant.

904) Hussein:: I wouldn't say that.

905) Monet:: You said that you had been doing this for thirty years

906) Hussein:: That's fine.

907) Monet:: As part of establishing rapport you showed that you liked him

908) Hussein:: yeah

909) Monet:: showed him respect

910) Hussein:: Yeah

911) Monet:: got him to follow you

912) Hussein:: No

913) Monet:: to listen to you

914) Hussein:: No

915) Monet:: you praised his poetry

916) Hussein:: <shrug> I meant it.

917) Monet:: You also took on the role of a religious figure

918) Hussein:: No, my role was a bomb maker.

919) Monet:: Prior you your first meeting with the defendant on August 19th you had 

planning meetings with other agents

920) Hussein:: Yeah

921) Monet:: roles were planned out

922) Hussein:: Yeah



923) Monet:: part of the plan was for Youssef to say that you were a religious person

924) Hussein:: <shrug> I am a Muslim.

925) Monet:: You treated the defendant like a kid.

926) Hussein:: He was an adult.

927) Monet:: You asked if he had to be home at a certain time

928) Hussein:: Yeah

929) Monet:: you praised and flattered him and called him an amazing eighteen year 

old.

930) Hussein:: I was developing rapport.

931) Monet:: You are aware that the recording devices were left on after this meeting

932) Hussein:: Yeah

933) Monet:: you don't use religious language then

934) Hussein:: True.

935) Monet:: You testified that the defendant came up with the Pioneer Square plan on 

his own

936) Hussein:: He did

937) Monet:: Let's listen to a clip from that meeting

938) FBI Audio A19:: clip from above

939) Hussein:: My son, I love your poetry it is so inspirational. The brothers will 

love your poetry. I've been doing this for like 30 years and I can tell you, you 

are an amazing eighteen year. I love you already. Allah Akbar Allah Akbar . So, 

what do ya wanna do?

940) Defendant:: at our last meeting a brother and I were (talking...)

941) Youssef:: Just tell him what you said last time what is in - your - heart

942)   

943) Monet:: Did Youssef direct the defendant to answer about Pioneer Square

944) Hussein:: I wouldn't say that.

945) Monet:: If Youssef hadn't interrupted him he might have said something else?

946) Bishop:: Object - asking the witness to speculate.

947) Judge:: Sustained

948) Monet:: you testified that you knew almost nothing about the defendant before 

your first meeting on August 19th

949) Hussein:: Yeah

950) Monet:: So you were unaware that the FBI was e-mailing the defendant since 

November 2009 <waiting>

951)   that FBI agent Bill Smith first suggested taking action in the west <waiting>

952)   that the defendant had been under surveillance for a year.

953) Hussein:: I didn't know about any of that.

954) Monet:: You WERE aware of the July 30th meeting



955) Hussein:: Yes

956) Monet:: where the recorder didn't work.

957) Hussein:: I'm not the electronics expert.

958) Monet:: did you have access to FBI e-mails sent in August, September and October 

describing the defendant as easily manipulable, religiously conflicted and in 

search of guidance?

959)   And didn't these e-mails describing to you in detail what you were supposed to 

do and say?

960) Hussein:: I never read those e-mails.

961) Monet:: Did you have ACCESS to FBI e-mails sent  in August, September and 

October describing in detail what you were supposed to do and say and weren't 

these instructions based on the defendants psychological profile?

962) Hussein:: I was C-C'ed but I never opened those e-mails.

963) Monet:: In August, September and October, there where over...

964) Judge:: We've covered this, Ms Monet. Move on.

965) Monet:: <regrouping> When the tape recorder is left on you are out of role

966) Hussein:: Yeah

967) Monet:: you talked about what occurred

968) Hussein:: Yeah

969) Monet:: you talked about next steps

970) Hussein:: Yeah

971) Monet:: After the August 19th meeting you talked about having the defendant do 

things in a way that would look sexy.

972) Sound:: paper evidence

973) Hussein:: If that's what it says there.

974) Monet:: On September 7th the tapes were left on again

975) Hussein:: Yeah

976) Monet:: and you asked 'is everything off'

977) Hussein:: Yeah

978) Monet:: so you were speaking freely

979) Hussein:: Yeah

980) Monet:: and you said 'we have enough evidence'

981) Sound:: paper

982) Hussein:: Yes

983) Monet:: you didn't even want to debrief you said I'm done here, he's cooked.

984) Sound:: paper

985) Hussein:: If you say so

986) Sound:: more frantic paper

987) Monet:: Is that what YOU said.



988) Bishop:: Object - asked and answered

989) Judge:: Sustained

990) Monet:: The outtakes show the truth

991) Sound:: deflated paper and continuing pattern as needed>

992) Hussein:: I am out of role

993) Monet:: When talking with the other agents you are talking in a truthful manner

994) Hussein:: Yeah

995) Monet:: and the talk is about gathering evidence, not about assessment

996) Hussein:: OK

997) Monet:: On September 19 you left your recorder on again

998) Hussein:: Yeah

999) Monet:: you are talking about evidence

1000) Hussein:: Yeah

1001) Monet:: you are talking about the trial

1002) Hussein:: Yeah

1003) Monet:: about how things would look in front of a jury

1004) Hussein:: Yeah

1005) Monet:: The outtakes show that you wanted it to seem like you were giving him 

options

1006) Bishop:: I object to 'seem'

1007) Judge:: Sustained

1008) Monet:: When purporting to give an out, the other agent would break in with a 

task.

1009)   You and your partner would double team the defendant, give him the old one – 

two

1010) Hussein:: I disagree

1011) Monet:: Did you not say..

1012) Judge:: We have covered this, next line of questioning Ms Monet.

1013) Monet:: Your honor ..

1014) Judge:: Next line of questioning.

1015) Monet:: Your first meeting with the defendant was August 19th

1016) Hussein:: Yeah

1017) Monet:: You asked him 'when did you first think of this' 8 or 9 times

1018) Hussein:: Yeah

1019) Monet:: The defendant was talking about religion rather than terror and your 

partner brings the conversation to Mujahadeen

1020) Hussein:: Yeah

1021) Monet:: and the defendant says 'I don't know about that'

1022) Hussein:: Yeah



1023) Monet:: and continues to speak about religion

1024) Hussein:: Yeah

1025) Monet:: your partner brings up Mujahadeen a second time

1026) Hussein:: Yeah

1027) Monet:: and then a third time

1028) Hussein:: Yeah

1029) Monet:: What is a hadith?

1030) Hussein:: That refers to the prophet's quotes and religious stories.

1031) Monet:: The defendant liked to talk about stories

1032) Hussein:: Yeah

1033) Monet:: some stories are about how to live

1034) Hussein:: Yeah

1035) Monet:: how to respect your elders

1036) Hussein:: Yes

1037) Monet:: how to prepare food

1038) Hussein:: Yeah

1039) Monet:: some stories are about fighting

1040) Hussein:: Yeah

1041) Monet:: and these are stories from the old and new testament?

1042) Hussein:: Yeah

1043) Monet:: You called the defendant 'my son' and said that he was as close to you 

as your head and eyes

1044) Hussein:: I was playing my role

1045) Judge:: How much longer with this witness Ms Monet?

1046) Monet:: Several more questions, your honor.

1047) Judge:: <irritated, bored, dismissive> proceed

1048) Monet:: Do you recall discussing the humiliation of Muslim's around the world.

1049) Hussein:: In role

1050) Monet:: and you reinforce him when he speaks of violence.

1051) Hussein:: I don't think so.

1052) Monet:: Let's refresh your memory. This is from your first meeting with the 

defendant.

1053) FBI audio A19:: take from above

1054) Defendant:: Do you see where polish troops are killing Afghan women for fun?

1055) Hussein:: Yeah, just like dogs, Allahu Akbar. Allahu Akbar, InshaAllah

1056) Monet:: Where you reinforcing him when he spoke of violence

1057) Hussein:: I was playing my role.

1058) Monet:: Let's play the tape a little further.

1059) FBI audio A19:: from above



1060) Hussein:: I love him already.

1061) Youssef:: He is very inspirational.

1062) Hussein:: I love what you are saying. The brother will love your words.

1063) Youssef:: This kind of work isn't for everyone, you can quit any time you want.

1064) Hussein:: Ha ha, I've experienced some things in my day! There is no shame in 

leaving. Not everyone can do this.

1065) Youssef:: Can your write some poetry for the brothers? The brothers can really 

use some inspiration.

1066)   

1067) Monet:: Is this an example of you and your partner giving him an out?

1068) Hussein:: We gave him an way out at every meeting. He was determined to kill 

Americans.

1069) Monet:: In the exchange we just heard, you do not even engage the defendant, do 

you?

1070) Hussein:: I disagree

1071) Monet:: In fact, he doesn't say a word.

1072) Hussein:: If he said stop, we would have stopped right away.

1073) Monet:: You don't give him a chance to respond.

1074)   You state that there was no shame and then ask about a task.

1075) Hussein:: I wouldn't describe it that way.

1076) Monet:: Would it sound that way to the defendant?

1077) Sound:: paper shuffling to show that she has the goods on him.

1078) Hussein:: that's fine

1079) Monet:: The 5th time you ask, 'So, how long you been thinking about this', the 

defendant finally answers

1080) Hussein:: Yeah

1081) Monet:: and he said, since I was 15, since the Mumbia attacks

1082) Hussein:: Yeah

1083) Monet:: But the defendant was 17 in 2008 when the Mumbia attacks occurred.

1084) Hussein:: True

1085) Monet:: Did you get the sense that he was living in a fantasy world?

1086) Hussein:: No

1087) Monet:: Do you recall the defendant talking about being a rapper

1088) Hussein:: Yeah

1089) Monet:: gettin a gansta gun

1090) Hussein:: Yeah

1091) Monet:: wouldn't you call that a teenage fantasy?

1092) Hussein:: He sounded dangerous.

1093) Monet:: Did you promise him a souped up rapper-truck when it was all over



1094) Hussein:: Yeah

1095) Monet:: The 6th time you asked, 'So how long you been thinking about Jihad', he 

talked about religion

1096) Hussein:: Yeah

1097) Monet:: and started babbling about riding horses

1098) Hussein:: Yeah

1099) Monet:: Do you remember your partner asking for a 7th time, 'So how long you 

been thinking about this',

1100) Hussein:: I don't really recall

1101) Monet:: Let's play that tape of the 7th and 8th time the defendant was prompted 

with , 'So how long you been thinking about this':

1102) FBI Audio A19:: from above

1103) Youssef:: How long you been thinking about this?

1104) Defendant:: what?

1105) Youssef:: Look me in the eye! How long have you been thinking about Pioneer 

Square?

1106) Defendant:: uh, since the last time I saw (you. We had a walk...)

1107) Youssef:: Just tell him what is in - your – heart.

1108)   

1109) Monet:: Why did you and your partner ask him 8 or 9 times 'how long you been 

thinkin bout this'?

1110)   Isn't this part of the FBI's tried and true method of crafting evidence?

1111) Hussein:: I didn't open that e-mail. He was dangerous. We needed to assess his 

mindset.

1112) Monet:: The 'how long you been thinkin bout this' prompt addresses 

predisposition.

1113)   The false outs, that you and your partner are so good at, are scripted to 

portray determination.

1114)   A third tried and true prompt is the 'What would you do if you never meet us' 

noise.

1115)   Let's listen to you and your partner work it.

1116) FBI Audio N4car:: M is stoned and tired

1117) Hussein:: We are still going to have to bring this before the Council. How do 

we know we can trust you, my love?

1118) Defendant:: <barely resposed> hmm?

1119) Hussein:: <trying another prompt> What would you do if you didn't meet us, my 

love?

1120) Defendant:: I'd go to Yemen and learn Arabic. It is hard to live here.

1121)   When I fast my friends are all eating. Arabic is a beautiful language for 



poetry.

1122)   I don't remember much from before.

1123)   I'll be a good Muslim and give up all this...

1124)   spend my days writing poetry, riding horses,...

1125)   I'll get a wife, everyone will like my poetry, my horse will have a long rope 

and if he breaks free and crosses one hill or two..

1126) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar insha'Allah, I don't know if that is going 

to be enough.

1127)   My love, you are such a diamond in the rough.

1128) Youssef:: What would you do if you never met us.

1129) Defendant:: I've got a brother at the Embassy there and another brother at the 

university. Once I learn Arabic better I can write my poetry for the brothers.

1130)   

1131) Monet:: The prompt ' What would you do if you didn't meet us, my love' is part 

of the FBI's tried and true path to conviction.

1132) Hussein:: I didn't open any of those e-mail. My job was to assess a terrorist 

threat

1133) Monet:: His first answer was to study Arabic in Yemen?

1134) Hussein:: Yeah

1135) Monet:: His second answer is to study Arabic in Yemen and write poetry for the 

brothers

1136) Hussein:: Yeah

1137) Monet:: On the forth or fifth 'what would you have done if you didn't meet us' 

prompt he finally says something about weapons

1138) Hussein:: Yeah

1139) Judge:: <irritated> How much longer with this witness

1140) Monet:: A few more questions, you honor.

1141) Monet:: This is you and your partner going through a series of prompts until 

you get something that looks good enough for this jury

1142) Hussein:: If he said stop we would have taken him right home.

1143) Monet:: Let's go back to some of the outtakes where you neglected to turn the 

recording device off and see how that relates to your persona on the witness 

stand.

1144)   You testified that you were assessing the defendant

1145) Hussein:: Yeah

1146) Monet:: and here in court you expresses dismay, sadness to the jury.

1147) Hussein:: I liked him a lot.

1148) Monet:: The outtakes tell a different story.

1149)   After the August 19th meeting you stated that you had 'hooked the kid'



1150) sound:: paper continuing after each questions with outtake evidence behind it

1151) Hussein:: Yeah

1152) Monet:: and you were happy about this

1153) Hussein:: Yeah

1154) Monet:: and used graphic, sexual language to express yourself

1155) Hussein:: Yeah

1156) Monet:: there were congratulations all around

1157) Hussein:: Yeah

1158) Monet:: you said that agent Marino must be your good luck charm

1159) Hussein:: Yeah

1160) Monet:: there was no sadness

1161) Hussein:: True

1162) Monet:: You said that this was too good to be true

1163) Hussein:: Yeah

1164) Monet:: You also state in the outtakes that this is something he could never do 

on his own

1165) Hussein:: Yeah

1166) Monet:: and this is consistent with internal FBI reports.

1167) sound:: no paper threat

1168) Hussein:: I don't know about that.

1169) Monet:: Were you aware of the January FBI e-mails from Bill Smith telling the 

defendant how easy it would be to bring any US city to its knees

1170) Hussein:: No

1171) Monet:: were you aware of the e-mails from Youssef leading up to your first 

face-to-face

1172) Hussein:: no

1173) Monet:: You were not present at the July 30th unrecorded meeting between 

Youssef and the defendant?

1174) Hussein:: <cautiously> true

1175) Monet:: you don't know what instructions or coaching Youssef might have given 

the defendant at that meeting?

1176) Hussein:: <doubtfully> true

1177) Monet:: Were you aware of internal FBI reports labeling the defendant as easily 

manipulable?

1178)   Religiously conflicted? Looking for guidance? Shy around adults?

1179) Hussein:: I never opened any e-mail. I like to go in cold.

1180) Monet:: Your perception was the the defendant came to the August 19th meeting 

with a plan?

1181) Hussein:: Yes



1182) Monet:: Let's have a listen

1183) FBI Audio A19:: from above

1184) Defendant:: Did you see those Danish cartoon?

1185) Youssef:: We can't let them get away with that.

1186) Hussein:: You have a duty to Allah. So, what do ya wanna do?

1187) Defendant:: I like Youssef's idea where..

1188) Youssef:: You are the diamond in the rough. Say what is in - your - heart.

1189)   

1190) Monet:: Does that sound like someone with a master plan?

1191) Hussein:: He was the first one to mention Pioneer Square.

1192) Monet:: You instructed him to find a place to park

1193) Hussein:: Yeah

1194) Monet:: you decided what kind of vehicle to use

1195) Hussein:: Yeah

1196) Monet:: you told him what electronic to buy

1197) Hussein:: Yeah

1198) Monet:: and the tasks are very specific and leave no room for initiative.

1199) Hussein:: He told me he wanted a bomb.

1200) Monet:: You wrote a shopping list for the 'bomb' parts.

1201) Hussein:: Yeah

1202) Monet:: you told him where to buy them

1203) Hussein:: Yeah

1204) Monet:: nothing on the list was illegal or dangerous

1205) Hussein:: Yeah

1206) Monet:: you gave him money to buy the parts

1207) Hussein:: Yeah

1208) Monet:: You said to him, 'the less you know the better'

1209) Hussein:: Yeah

1210) Monet:: You gave specific instruction about the parking spaces

1211) Hussein:: Yeah

1212) Monet:: about making the google map

1213) Hussein:: Yeah

1214) Monet:: The FBI presented the defendant with the plan, a plan that had been in 

the works for years.

1215) Hussein:: Pioneer Square was his idea.

1216) Monet:: On October 3rd, you and your partner bring up the idea for a test bomb

1217) Hussein:: Yeah

1218) Monet:: Each of the steps of this plan is presented by you and Youssef

1219) Hussein:: Yeah



1220) Monet:: The November 4th test bomb was completely orchestrated by the FBI

1221) Hussein:: Yeah

1222) Monet:: the defendant had nothing to do with the this plan

1223) Hussein:: true

1224) Monet:: You say again to the defendant 'the less you know the better'

1225) Hussein:: Yeah

1226) Monet:: You were at the site the day before with several other agent

1227) Hussein:: Yeah

1228) Monet:: the FBI constructed the test bomb

1229) Hussein:: Yeah

1230) Monet:: you instructed the defendant to dial the phone

1231) Hussein:: Yeah

1232) Monet:: he messed up a couple of time and you had to tell him the numbers two 

or three time

1233) Hussein:: Yeah

1234) Monet:: On the car ride back you get lost for two hours.

1235) Hussein:: Yeah, we got lost for like two hours on the way there and the way 

back.

1236) Monet:: You had been to the site the day before

1237) Hussein:: Yeah

1238) Monet:: and you didn't get lost then

1239) Hussein:: true

1240) Monet:: you had a GPS navigation system in the car

1241) Hussein:: Yeah

1242) Monet:: and that was working

1243) Hussein:: Yeah

1244) Monet:: Let's finish up with audio from the car ride back.

1245)   FBI Audio N4car>

1246) Hussein:: Do you know anything about explosives, my love.

1247) Defendant:: No, except for Piccolo Pete. You know the one you put in a Gator 

Aid bottle?

1248)   

1249) Monet:: <incredulous> Piccolo Pete - the one you put in a Gator Aid bottle?

1250)   He is telling an al Qaeda bomb maker about Piccolo Pete?

1251)   Did this make you think he wasn't too bright?

1252) Hussein:: We needed to assess his mind set.

1253) Monet:: No more questions.

1254)   

1255) Judge:: Mr Bishop, anything on redirect?



 Court Scene:: Bishop Redirects Hussein

1256) Bishop:: Thank you, your honor.

1257) Bishop:: On the very first meeting with the defendant, who said 'explosive' 

first.

1258) Hussein:: The defendant did.

1259) Bishop:: How long into that first meeting did he start talking about 

explosives?

1260) Hussein:: It was 10 minutes into the very first meeting.

1261) Bishop:: All you asked him is, 'what do you want'

1262) Hussein:: That's right

1263) Bishop:: Why didn't you have any information going into that first meeting?

1264) Hussein:: I like to go in cold.

1265) Bishop:: In addition to assessing, was you job also to collect evidence?

1266) Hussein:: <shrug> Of course.

1267) Bishop:: <barely perceptibly bored> Why do you say he can stop?

1268) Hussein:: We wanted him to know that he could stop at anytime, that there would 

be no shame, I really liked him.

1269) Bishop:: Why do you ask him how long have you been thinking about this?

1270) Hussein:: We had to assess his mindset.

1271) Bishop:: No more questions, you honor.

 Court Scene:: Monet Recrosses Hussein

1272)   

1273) Judge:: Ms Monet, recross?

1274) Monet:: You only had to say, 'what do you want'

1275) Hussein:: Yes

1276) Monet:: Do you remember that Youssef then interrupted the defendant

1277) Hussein:: yeah

1278) Monet:: instructed the defendant to relate what they talked about at that 

unrecorded July 30th meeting?

1279) Hussein:: I don't see it like that.

1280) Monet:: No more questions.

1281) Judge:: Next witness, Mr Bishop.

1282)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Youssef 2

1283) Bishop:: The government calls Youssef back to the stand.

1284) Sound:: walking, gate, sitting

1285) Bishop:: Leading up to November 26th bomb attempt at Pioneer Square, did the 

defendant ever hesitate?

1286) Youssef:: No



1287) Bishop:: What was his demeanor?

1288) Youssef:: He was excited.

1289) Bishop:: Can you go over the chronology on November 26th?

1290) Youssef:: I picked up the defendant in Beaverton, we went to the Home Depot, we 

met Hussein at the hotel, we all walked down to take a look at the van.

1291) Bishop:: Is this Hussain and Youssef looking at the bomb?

1292) Youssef:: Yes, the defendant said he loved the smell.

1293) Narrator:: A plain white no window van viewed from the back. Hussein and the 

defendant are looking in the open side doors.

1294)   The license plate is digitally blurred out.

1295) Bishop:: then what happened.

1296) Youssef:: We went back to the hotel for a meal.

1297) Bishop:: What did the defendant do the night before.

1298) Youssef:: He told me he went shopping. He was happy.

1299) Bishop:: Why were you nervous.

1300) Youssef:: For the defendant consequences, we had built a relationship.

1301) Bishop:: When is the last time you saw him.

1302) Hussein:: After arming the bomb at Pioneer Square, they walked to the bike 

store where I picked them up.

1303)   They dropped me off at the train station. The defendant seemed at peace.

1304) Bishop:: No more questions, you honor.

1305) Judge:: Ms Monet?

1306)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Youssef 2

1307) Monet:: You are trained in covert operations

1308) Youssef:: Yes

1309) Monet:: you take on different roles

1310) Youssef:: Yes

1311) Monet:: you are trained to fool people

1312) Youssef:: Yes

1313) Monet:: and you are good at it

1314) Youssef:: I don't know about that

1315) Monet:: You were trained by the FBI to testify

1316) Youssef:: No

1317) Monet:: <she is surprised by this> You are trained by the FBI as to what has 

evidentiary value

1318) Youssef:: Yes

1319) Monet:: you testified that this was all the defendant's plan

1320) Youssef:: It was his plan



1321) Monet:: that it was his idea to pick Pioneer Square

1322) Youssef:: Yes

1323) Monet:: his idea to use a van

1324) Youssef:: Yes

1325) Monet:: but the FBI decided the size of the van

1326) Youssef:: Yes

1327) Monet:: the size and components of the fake bomb

1328) Youssef:: Yes

1329) Monet:: it was the FBI's idea to use nails in the fake bomb

1330) Youssef:: Yes

1331) Monet:: the FBI designed the fake bomb

1332) Youssef:: Yes

1333) Monet:: Do you remember the phone call between you and the defendant on 

November 21 just a few days before the FBI's fake bomb scare?

1334) Youssef:: Vaguely, that was a while ago.

1335) Monet:: And there is no recording of this call

1336) Youssef:: I forgot to start the device.

1337) Monet:: It was about a 10 minute call

1338) Youssef:: about.

1339) Monet:: you debriefed with your handler, Delta Chin after the call?

1340) Youssef:: Yes

1341) Monet:: And Agent Chin's report does not include this call

1342) Youssef:: I just learned about that last week.

1343) Monet:: What did you talk about

1344) Youssef:: It was just small talk. I don't remember any facts.

1345) Monet:: Hussein testified that the defendant came up with the idea of getting 3 

parking spaces

1346) Youssef:: ok.

1347) Monet:: and this was characterized as the defendant taking initiative

1348) Youssef:: ok

1349) Monet:: In fact you told him explicitly to find 3 parking space

1350) Youssef:: ok

1351) Monet:: You and your partner made mistakes during the undercover operation

1352) Youssef:: Yes

1353) Monet:: you got out of role

1354) Youssef:: Yes

1355) Monet:: and you said in an outtake, 'how could he possibly not know?'

1356) Youssef:: Yes

1357) Monet:: You said to the defendant that you were as excited as a kid before 



Christmas

1358) Youssef:: Yes

1359) Monet:: and you were posing as a Muslim

1360) Youssef:: Yes

1361) Monet:: and the defendant did not catch on

1362) Youssef:: Yes

1363) Monet:: On another occasion, when talking about Starbucks, you said 'I don't 

want to support those Palestinians' and then said, 'oh, I mean those Israelis'

1364) Youssef:: Yes

1365) Monet:: and still the defendant did not catch on

1366) Youssef:: Yes

1367) Monet:: another agent said in an outtake, 'I thought he would have smelled a 

rat a few innings ago'

1368) Youssef:: Yes

1369) Monet:: You thought he wasn't to bright.

1370) Youssef:: I thought he wanted to kill Americans.

1371) Monet:: On August 28th you had a 10 minute phone call with the defendant that 

was also not recorded

1372) Youssef:: I don't remember that one.

1373) Judge:: It is getting late. Court adjourned until 9 tomorrow morning.

1374) Date:: Jan 18

1375) Narrator:: The morning started as usual with a discussion of discovery of 

evidence. At 9:10 he jury sits, press and public are still sequestered in another 

courtroom. Ms Monet picks up her cross-examination of the undercover FBI operative 

going as Youssef.

1376) Monet:: This whole plan is unbelievable.

1377) Youssef:: I disagree

1378) Monet:: You told the defendant that the plan was going on for 4 years and that 

is was funded by the brothers.

1379) Youssef:: huh?

1380) Monet:: You were going to supply the van

1381) Youssef:: Yes

1382) Monet:: the fake bomb

1383) Youssef:: Yes

1384) Monet:: the test site

1385) Youssef:: Yes

1386) Monet:: the test bomb

1387) Youssef:: Yes

1388) Monet:: money for the Radio-shack electronics



1389) Youssef:: Yes

1390) Monet:: money for rent

1391) Youssef:: Yes

1392) Monet:: and you needed the defendant to find a parking space?

1393) Youssef:: Yes

1394) Monet:: you knew that he didn't have a drivers license

1395) Youssef:: huh?

1396) Monet:: Let's listen to the audio from November 2nd. You are talking about 

plans for the 26th.

1397) FBI Audio N2:: Youssef is tired, almost human

1398) Youssef:: I'll pick you up at the hotel and drop you off at the van.

1399) Defendant:: Uh, you know I don't have my license?

1400) Youssef:: Then you'll.. wait, what did you say?

1401) Defendant:: I don't have my drivers license?

1402) Youssef:: <exhales>wait... that could be a problem.

1403) Defendant:: I'm sorry, maybe we should just forget ..

1404) Youssef:: No, no, no, this is going to happen.

1405) Defendant:: I can drive with a parent in the front seat. Maybe Husein can say 

he is my Dad.

1406) Youssef:: Let me think about this. <tired> You're gonna have to at least park 

the van.

1407) Defendant:: Sorry to be so much trouble

1408) Youssef:: Listen, you are easy, I got these two brothers back in B(oston...) 

don't worry about it kid, you're easy.

1409) Monet:: The original plan was for the defendant to drive to the site?

1410) Youssef:: Yes

1411) Monet:: In fact, Hussein drove to the site

1412) Youssef:: Yes

1413) Monet:: and parked the van

1414) Youssef:: Yes

1415) Monet:: it didn't matter one way or the other. Overall the defendant's role was 

small, insignificant.

1416) Youssef:: We tasked him often – he was busy.

1417) Monet:: You testified in court that the November 4th test bomb was used to show 

the defendant the gravity of the situation

1418) Youssef:: Yes

1419) Monet:: but you didn't express this to the defendant, you said that he would be 

so excited.

1420) Youssef:: I was in role.



1421) Monet:: The test bomb site was not at all somber – it was boisterous.

1422) Youssef:: yes

1423) Monet:: Here is an audio clip from November 4, showing the detonation of the 

FBI bomb.

1424) FBI Audio N4:: Defendant is stoned

1425) Youssef:: Are you ready, this is for the brothers.

1426) Hussein:: Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar Insha'Allah<continuing in 

background>

1427) Youssef:: Here is the phone are you excited? Now dial 503

1428) Defendant:: Hahaha Youssef, I didn't know you had so much white hair already.

1429)   How old are you? You don't look that old. Hahahaha ..Why didn't I notice it 

before?

1430)   You really have a lot of gray on the sides especially hahaha..

1431) Youssef:: This is real. You are making this real. You are excited. Now dial 503 

55..

1432) Defendant:: 5 0 5

1433) Youssef:: No, 5 0 3 5 (5 5..)

1434) Defendant:: <repeating> 503 5, I can't believe you have that much white hair.

1435)   My dad doesn't have that much white hair.

1436)   You know, I had a friend in high school..

1437) Youssef:: Hey! One - step - at - a ....

1438) Defendant:: time ...

1439) Youssef:: let's do this... <with M repeating> 5 0 3 5 5 5 1 2 3 4

1440) Sound:: BOOM in distance

1441) Defendant:: <at fade> he got white hair his junior year...

1442)   

1443) Monet:: Did the defendant grab your head playfully and kind of babble about 

your white hair while you tried to get him to dial the phone

1444) Youssef:: Yes

1445) Monet:: He was more interested in your hair than any bomb.

1446) Youssef:: I wouldn't say that.

1447) Monet:: No, you wouldn't. On the car ride back you got lost for two hours?

1448) Youssef:: yeah, we got lost both ways.

1449) Monet:: In the background of the tapes we hear a talking navigation system 

giving directions

1450) Youssef:: Yes

1451) Monet:: and that was working

1452) Youssef:: Yes

1453) Monet:: and you got lost for two hours each way?



1454) Bishop:: Object, asked and answered.

1455) Judge:: Sustained. We've covered this Ms Monet. Move on.

1456) Monet:: On to the car ride back you made up a story of your own troubled youth

1457) Youssef:: Yes

1458) Monet:: and how the brothers took you in

1459) Youssef:: Yes

1460) Monet:: how you saw exciting things

1461) Youssef:: Yes

1462) Monet:: and these were violent things

1463) Youssef:: Some

1464) Monet:: you became a training camp instructor

1465) Youssef:: Yes

1466) Monet:: you had your own horse

1467) Youssef:: Yes

1468) Monet:: a wife

1469) Youssef:: Yes

1470) Monet:: nice clothes

1471) Youssef:: Yes

1472) Monet:: good food

1473) Youssef:: Yes

1474) Monet:: <aside incredulous> you had your own horse

1475)   <not waiting, accusing> you created a fantasy world for a teenager.

1476) Youssef:: I couldn't just say I was from the FBI.

1477) Monet:: As part of your role you showed the defendant an al Qaeda training 

video

1478) Youssef:: Yes

1479) Monet:: and this was also made by the FBI

1480) Youssef:: Yes

1481) Monet:: it showed excitement..

1482) Youssef:: Yes

1483) Monet:: camaraderie..<waiting for answer>.. the FBI recruitment video showed 

camaraderie.

1484) Youssef:: Yes

1485) Monet:: and this would appeal to a troubled kid

1486) Youssef:: depends on the kid

1487) Monet:: The FBI's video ends with a young man dialing a cell phone to detonate 

a bomb.

1488) Youssef:: Yes

1489) Monet:: and it is exciting, glamorous.



1490) Youssef:: He liked it. That made us nervous. He wanted to be Osama bin Laden.

1491) Monet:: There is some confusion as to what the defendant wanted to do in Yemen.

1492)   Isn't it true that he wanted to study, learn Arabic, and become a writer?

1493) Youssef:: He wanted to go to Yemen to join the fight against the West.

1494) Monet:: In your e-mail exchanges with the defendant, he writes that he wants to 

study.

1495) Youssef:: I don't recall.

1496) Monet:: Judge, may I present the e-mail

1497) Judge:: Only on the witness screen.  <to Jury condescendingly as `father 

justice`>

1498)   these e-mails are not evidence for you to consider they are only presented to 

the witness to help refresh old memories. <terser to Monet> Proceed.

1499) Monet:: Does the defendant express the wish to study in Yemen?

1500) Youssef:: <reading>uhhhh, ok

1501) Monet:: does he say anything about joining the 'fight against the West'?

1502) Youssef:: <scanning the document>mmm, I don't see that in this one.

1503) Monet:: Does he make any reference at all to violence

1504) Youssef:: No

1505) Monet:: Did your target have a visa to Yemen

1506) Youssef:: No

1507) Monet:: did your target have a plane ticket to Yemen

1508) Youssef:: He was looking into it.

1509) Monet:: You repeatedly asked the target, 'what would you do if you never met 

us'

1510) Youssef:: If that's what you have there.

1511) Monet:: Let's listen

1512) FBI Audio N4:: from above

1513) Hussein:: What would you do if you didn't meet us, my love?

1514) Defendant:: I'd go overseas and learn Arabic. It is hard to live here. When I 

fast my friends are all eating. Arabic it is such a beautiful language.

1515)   

1516) Youssef:: That was Hussein

1517) Monet:: Oh, I'm sorry your honor, continue with the tape, please.

1518) FBI Audio N4:: from above

1519) Hussein:: My love, you are such a diamond in the rough.

1520) Youssef:: What would you do if you never met us.

1521) Defendant:: I've got a brother at the Embassy there and another brother at the 

university so once I learn Arabic I can write my poetry for the brothers in 

Arabic.



1522) Date:: Jan 18

1523) Youssef:: <on stand> I was assessing him mind set.

1524) Monet:: You and your partner could use a similar voice and this would confuse 

the defendant.

1525)   <not waiting> Let's review the time line of events: July 30th was your first 

face-to-face meeting

1526) Youssef:: Yes

1527) Monet:: and the recording device failed

1528) Youssef:: Yes

1529) Monet:: August 18th – the day before meeting Hussein, you made a 1 minute call 

to the defendant and that was also not recorded …

1530) Youssef:: if that is what is says there

1531) Monet:: August 28th you had a 10 minute call with the defendant and that was 

also not recorded

1532)   <waiting … then reprompting> and that was also not recorded

1533) Youssef:: Yes

1534) Monet:: On August 31th the three of you met and you gave the defendant a 

shopping list of electronics

1535) Youssef:: Yes

1536) Monet:: On October 3rd you met and gave him more instructions.

1537) Youssef:: Yes

1538) Monet:: On November 4th the FBI set up the trial explosion

1539) Youssef:: Yes

1540) Monet:: on November 18th you three walked to Pioneer square and on November 23 

you brought the defendant to the storage shed to view the van.

1541) Youssef:: that's right, he never hesitated

1542) Monet:: What did you talk about on that 1 minute call with the defendant just 

before he met your partner?

1543) Youssef:: I was just checking in, small talk. it was a quick call.

1544) Monet:: How about the 10 minute unrecorded call the following week?

1545) Youssef:: Just a check in, small talk.

1546) Monet:: Why did you and your partner create and reinforce a fantasy world for 

the defendant?

1547) Youssef:: We wanted to give him something to look forward to.

1548)   I was afraid that he would try something like 9-11. Like Osama bin Laden.

1549) Monet:: You know about the FBI internal assessment that he would never do 

anything by himself?

1550)   That he was so immature that he would jeopardize any action that he was part 

of?



1551) Youssef:: I just learned about that last week.

1552) Monet:: He couldn't go overseas by himself.

1553) Youssef:: Huh?

1554) Youssef:: You told him that you get a fake passport

1555) Youssef:: Yes

1556) Monet:: and get him to Mexico

1557) Youssef:: Yes

1558) Monet:: you told him what his life would be like, that he would have a wife and 

be a respected poet

1559) Youssef:: Yes

1560) Monet:: you created a fantasy world for him and you held the keys.

1561) Youssef:: I don't think of it like that.

1562) Monet:: Let's listen to a piece from that September 7 meeting:

1563) FBI Audio:: S7

1564) Youssef:: The brothers can get you a passport and I can get you as far as 

Mexico.

1565) Defendant:: Um, sounds cool. You know, there isn't going to be any parking. 

That whole area is going to be, like packed, we're not going to get a parking 

space, so maybe...

1566) Youssef:: You will become a great leader overseas we just need to take this one 

– step – at – a ..

1567) Defendant:: time...

1568) Youssef:: Your writing is so inspirational and people need to know how to be a 

good Muslim. We want you to go overseas.

1569) Hussein:: You can do two maybe three things....

1570) Youssef:: November 24th is still going to happen.

1571)   

1572) Monet:: You meant that November 26th is still going to happen

1573) Youssef:: Yes

1574) Monet:: you told him what he needed to do here before starting his new life 

overseas

1575) Youssef:: Yes

1576) Monet:: he just want to go overseas and you told him that Allah was testing him 

here first.

1577) Youssef:: We always give him a choice.

1578) Monet:: Yeah, and each 'choice' involved an operation here. You didn't give him 

the choice to just go overseas

1579) Youssef:: true.

1580) Monet:: The FBI plan was for him to choose parking the van and you kept saying 



'you have the option, it's your choice' .

1581)   These words sometimes don't mean anything.

1582) Youssef:: I disagree

1583) Monet:: Tone is also important

1584) Youssef:: OK

1585) Monet:: You testified that it was easy for you to get the defendant to make the 

good-bye video

1586) Youssef:: Yes

1587) Monet:: On July 30th you claim to have offered the defendant 5 options

1588) Youssef:: I did

1589) Monet:: there was no recording so we have to rely on your written words.

1590)   We can't hear your tone, we can't see you actions, we can't tell if you were 

neutral.

1591)   It wouldn't be proper for you to create evidence (by..)

1592) Bishop:: Object

1593) Judge:: Sustained, next line of questioning.

1594)   ….

1595) Monet:: The government claimed that the defendant's use of hush mail showed 

spy-craft sophistication and the FBI, in fact, told him to use hush mail.

1596) Youssef:: That was part of my role in preparing him for the meeting with 

Hussein.

1597) Monet:: It was presented as evidence and you created it.

1598)   We wouldn't have known that you put the idea in the defendant's head if we 

didn't have the recording.

1599) Youssef:: I would have reported it.

1600) Monet:: We needed the actual recording to understand what happened later when 

you told Hussein that the defendant knows about hush mail.

1601) Youssef:: If you say so.

1602) Monet:: Let's talk about the August 19th meeting. The first meeting with 

Hussein.

1603) Youssef:: sure

1604) Monet:: The script was that you had to convince Husein that the defendant was 

worthy.

1605) Youssef:: Yes

1606) Monet:: you were concerned that the defendant might exaggerate

1607) Youssef:: Yes

1608) Monet:: After the meeting the recorders stayed on

1609) Youssef:: Yes

1610) Monet:: and you partner said, 'it is too good to be true'



1611) Youssef:: Yes

1612) Monet:: meaning that the defendant had mentioned a target, a justification, and 

how long he had been thinking about it.

1613) Bishop:: Object, asking the witness to speculate

1614) Judge:: Sustained.

1615) Monet:: You and your partner met with your handlers Trustus and Chin before 

that August 19th meeting

1616) Youssef:: Yes

1617) Monet:: you discussed what to say at the meeting

1618) Youssef:: broadly.

1619) Monet:: There is a triad of evidentiary valuation: plan, justification and long 

standing ideology.

1620)   And when the defendant delivered on all three of these at the first meeting 

with Hussein he said that it was too good to be true.

1621) Sound:: paper

1622) Youssef:: Yes

1623) Monet:: And it was too good to be true, wasn't it.

1624) Youssef:: He published with Osama bin Laden. Our goal was to assess a terrorist 

threat.

1625) Monet:: Let's step back to the planing of your first meeting with the defendant 

on July 30th

1626) Youssef:: ok

1627) Monet:: You knew that the FBI got the green light to target the defendant

1628) Youssef:: Yes

1629) Monet:: you received e-mails from agent Trustus discussing options

1630) Youssef:: Yes

1631) Monet:: one idea was to threaten him

1632) Youssef:: Yes

1633) Monet:: one idea was to assess him

1634) Youssef:: Yes

1635) Monet:: to tell him about a fictitious council

1636) Youssef:: Yes

1637) Monet:: At that July 30th meeting agent Chin was in the hotel lobby.

1638) Youssef:: Yes

1639) Monet:: You went alone to meet the defendant at Border's bookstore and brought 

him back to the hotel – about a 10 minute walk

1640) Youssef:: Yes

1641) Monet:: Was the debrief report you filed from this walk complete?

1642) Youssef:: Yes



1643) Monet:: Let's look at some FBI surveillance photos of that walk.

1644) Sounds:: slides moving through a carousel

1645) Monet:: Here you are making a slicing motion with you arm <sound: click>, like 

you are making some kind of point.

1646)   And here again is that slicing motion <sound: click> like you a imploring him 

<sound: click>, giving <sound: click> him <sound: click> instructions <sound: 

click>.

1647) Youssef:: We were just chatting, I don't remember any facts.

1648) Monet:: You told him it was like a job interview

1649) Youssef:: No

1650) Monet:: You told him you were interviewing 5 to 7 other candidates

1651) Youssef:: That's fine

1652) Monet:: and that did not make it into your written report.

1653) Youssef:: If that is what you have there.

1654) Monet:: We have clear evidence from this case that you can influence his 

choices.

1655) Youssef:: I wouldn't say that.

1656) Monet:: On November 4 you gave him the option to make the good bye video, said 

it was his choice and you influenced him to do it

1657) Youssef:: Yes, I wouldn't say it that way.

1658) Monet:: On July 30th we have on paper that you gave him 5 options and that he 

choose operational

1659) Youssef:: Yes, he chose to be a terrorist

1660) Monet:: I didn't say terrorist

1661) Youssef:: Yeah, just like I don't say influence (snort).

1662) Monet:: The defendant often spun long and disjointed stories

1663) Youssef:: Yes

1664) Monet:: kind of a spaced out kid. It was you who suggested the bomb expert

1665) Youssef:: Yes

1666) Monet:: He never said, can you help me with this.

1667) Youssef:: true

1668) Monet:: Initially the defendant didn't think Portland was a good target and 

suggested D.C.

1669) Youssef:: Yes

1670) Monet:: and you influenced him to research targets in Portland

1671) Youssef:: He came up with Pioneer Square.

1672) Monet:: Let's listen again to audio from the August 19th meeting.

1673) FBI audio A19:: from above

1674) Hussein:: So what do ya wanna do



1675) Defendant:: Last time me and a brother...

1676) Youssef:: What we discussed is private. YOU are the diamond in the rough just 

tell him what is in your heart.

1677)   

1678) Monet:: The defendant looks at you in that video when he says 'last time me and 

a brother'

1679) Sound:: paper shuffling threateningly

1680) Youssef:: yes, he looked at me.

1681) Monet:: We were not able to hear the defendant's version because you 

interrupted

1682) Youssef:: Yes Ma'am

1683) Monet:: You are not testifying under your true name

1684) Youssef:: true

1685) Monet:: you don't want to been seen in public because you are still working 

undercover

1686) Youssef:: Yes

1687) Monet:: you don't like going to court

1688) Youssef:: not particularly.

1689) Monet:: What could you have personally done to not have this trial?

1690) Judge:: Let's take a short break

1691) Narrator:: after the jury files out

1692) sound:: jury filing out

1693) Judge:: Ms Monet, what could that possibly have to do with this case?

1694)   'What could you have personally done to not have this trial.' is an 

inappropriate question.

1695) Monet:: He had the option to up the ante and make a fair trial impossible. The 

jury needs to hear this.

1696) Judge:: I will not allow that line of questioning. You are done with this 

witness. Bring the jury back in.

1697) sound:: the jury sits

1698) Judge:: Redirect Mr Bishop?

1699)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop redirects Youssef 2

1700) Bishop:: Why was the defendant not given keys to the van?

1701) Youssef:: We though he might drive into the crowd and blow himself up.

1702) Bishop:: Why did he play an active role?

1703) Youssef:: To give him the feeling that he was doing something.

1704) Bishop:: Did he hesitate or shy away when you described the bomb

1705) Youssef:: no



1706) Bishop:: how about when you told him it was packed with nails

1707) Youssef:: he never hesitated

1708) Bishop:: Why did the defendant want to go overseas

1709) Youssef:: He wanted to join the Mujahadeen and fight the west.

1710) Bishop:: What was the context of your statement, 'November 24th is still going 

to happen'

1711) Youssef:: I meant that he didn't have to kill himself.

1712) Bishop:: You first met the defendant on July 30th. What do your remember from 

that first meeting.

1713) Youssef:: He wanted to wage war in the US – that really stuck in my head.

1714) Bishop:: Whether or not you interrupted the defendant, he had already told you 

his plan and his justification for killing Americans

1715) Youssef:: That's right.

1716) Bishop:: No more questions

1717) Judge:: Recross?

1718)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Recrosses Youssef 2

1719) Monet:: You reviewed documents to prepare for testifying today?

1720) Youssef:: Yes

1721) Monet:: You've read through them many times

1722) Youssef:: Yes

1723) Monet:: and this might be when 'wage war' stuck in your head

1724) Youssef:: maybe

1725) Monet:: During this entire investigation is there any recording of the 

defendant saying 'wage war'

1726) Youssef:: No

1727) Monet:: <almost taunting then turning dismissive> No...No...No more questions.

1728) Date:: 18.21

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Hussein 2

1729) Bishop:: The government recalls Hussein.

1730) Bishop:: November 26th was the bomb attempt. How did you meet up on that day

1731) Hussein:: I met Youssef and the defendant at the hotel

1732) Bishop:: Why were you acting excited?

1733) Hussein:: I was playing my role

1734) Bishop:: Why did you tell the defendant to be calm.

1735) Hussein:: Because he was so excited.

1736) Bishop:: Why did you walk him to view the van?

1737) Hussein:: I wanted to see his reaction – give him a chance to stop.

1738) sound:: slide clicking



1739) Bishop:: Do you recognize this image

1740) Hussein:: Yes, that is me and the defendant inspecting the bomb.

1741) Narrator:: A plain white van viewed from the windowless back. Hussein and the 

defendant are looking in the open side doors.

1742) Bishop:: What was the smell like in the van?

1743) Hussein:: It was, uh, like gas or like, um, er,... diesel or …. like ..., I 

don't know.

1744) Bishop:: Did the defendant shy away at this.

1745) Hussein:: No, he said he liked the smell.

1746) Bishop:: What happened next?

1747) Hussein:: We went back to the hotel.  We still had a lot of time so we got 

pizza.

1748) Bishop:: Let's play the tape of the van ride to Pioneer Square

1749) FBI Audio N26car:: 

1750) Hussein:: <acting jumpy> tell me some poetry tell me something beautiful

1751) Defendant:: <stoned> Allah's Apostle said, "Keeping horses will be a source of 

reward to one who ties it by a long rope in a pasture or garden.

1752)   If that horse breaks its rope and crosses one or two hills, then all its 

foot-steps will be counted as good deeds for its owner; and if it passes by a 

river and drinks from it, then that will also be regarded as a good deed for its 

owner even if he has had no intention of watering it then”.

1753) Hussein:: I love your words, soon the blood of the infidels will flow like 

water in a river!

1754) Defendant:: Horses are a shelter from poverty to the second man who keeps 

horses for earning his living so as not to ask others, and at the same time he 

gives Allah's right and does not overburden them.

1755)   He who keeps horses just out of pride and as a means of harming the Muslims, 

his horses will be a source of sin."

1756) Hussein:: Beautiful, beautiful. Death to those who harm innocent Muslims. Death 

to America!

1757) Defendant:: That's like one of my favorite hadiths, I'm gonna keep my horse on 

a long rope in a beautiful garden and if my horse breaks loose and crosses one...

1758) Hussein:: Smell that Diesel? I love that Diesel smell. Don't you just love that 

sour Diesel smell?

1759)   …..

1760) Defendant:: Hey hahaha your hat doesn't fit me. Is my head bigger than yours. 

How can that be - you're a big man and..

1761) Hussein:: Take it easy, take it easy, one...step...at...a...

1762) Defendant:: ...time...



1763)   …..

1764) Defendant:: ...Hey, I think that car is leaving

1765) Hussein:: <disingenuous> Or really? Which one? oh yeah .

1766) Defendant:: Its a miracle. I can't believe we got a space. Isn't that the one 

of the ones You(..ssef told me to get)

1767) Hussein:: <cutting him off> Allahu Akbar. Allahu Akbar insha'Allah <repeating>

1768)   <car doors open and close>

1769) Hussein:: Hand me that duct tape

1770) Defendant:: oops, sorry

1771) Hussein:: now clip this on here.

1772) Defendant:: here?

1773) Hussein:: Can you do it? can you do it?

1774) Sound:: Silent Night playing in the background

1775) Narrator:: … the tape ends with a long still of the van …

1776)   

1777) Bishop:: The FBI held that parking space?

1778) Hussein:: yes

1779) Bishop:: The defendant picked out the space

1780) Hussein:: yes

1781) Bishop:: what was he doing in the back of the van?

1782) Hussein:: He was arming the bomb.

1783) Bishop:: What happened next?

1784) Hussein:: We walked to the Bike Factory and were picked up by Youssef, we 

dropped him off at the train station.

1785)   Then we drove to the arrest site.

1786) Bishop:: and then?

1787) Hussein:: I told him the number and he dialed it.

1788)   The signal was for us to get out of the car and when we did we were both 

arrested.

1789) Bishop:: Let's listen to that audio.

1790) Audio N26:: Hussein is acting pumped. Defendant is not that interested

1791) Hussein:: Are you ready?Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar <continuing>

1792) Defendant:: ok

1793) Hussein:: here we go. Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar Now dial 503 8

1794) Defendant:: <repeating> 5 0 8

1795) Hussein:: No,

1796) Hussein:: with MM repeating} 5 0 3 8 2 3 4 1 5 1

1797) Defendant:: hmm, <confused> is it ringing?

1798) Hussein:: How is the signal? Insha'Allah



1799) Defendant:: its good.

1800) Hussein:: step out and dial it again

1801)   

1802) Bishop:: 'dial it again' was the arrest signal?

1803) Hussein:: yeah, I got cuffed.

1804) Bishop:: Did the defendant show any hesitation?

1805) Hussein:: No

1806) Bishop:: What would you have done if he wanted out?

1807) Hussein:: I would have drove him straight home.

1808) Bishop:: No more questions.

1809) Judge:: Your witness, Ms Monet.

1810)   

 Court Scene:: Monet crossses Hussein 2

1811) Monet:: You were acting amped up in your role

1812) Hussein:: Yeah

1813) Monet:: you talked about the extent of the damage in a positive light

1814) Hussein:: Yeah

1815) Monet:: you played the role of a terrorist to the hilt

1816) Hussein:: Yeah

1817) Monet:: you were praying repeatedly to yourself

1818) Hussein:: Yeah

1819) Monet:: when the parking space opened up the defendant said that it was a 

miracle

1820) Hussein:: Yeah

1821) Monet:: the FBI orchestrated the entire operation that day

1822) Hussein:: Yeah

1823) Monet:: including having him do something with a wire

1824) Hussein:: Yeah

1825) Monet:: and that wire had no operational value

1826) Hussein:: We wanted it to be real for him. To give him a chance to stop. 

<sadly> He never hesitated.

1827) Monet:: The team of FBI agents were nowhere near Pioneer Square

1828) Hussein:: True

1829) Monet:: the plan was to drive him around for 15 minutes to a prearranged arrest 

site

1830) Sound:: evidence paper, continuing below as needed

1831) Hussein:: Yeah

1832) Monet:: The recording tapes kept running after the take down

1833) Hussein:: Yeah



1834) Monet:: you kept yelling Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar and your FBI colleagues 

started to laugh

1835) Hussein:: Yeah

1836) Monet:: you whisper that you are going to scream

1837) Hussein:: Yeah

1838) Monet:: You were trying to provoke a similar reaction from the defendant

1839) Hussein:: I was in role.

1840) Monet:: You wanted him to look defiant

1841) Sound:: no paper

1842) Hussein:: I don't know about that

1843) Monet:: someone said, 'He spit on people' and you said 'oh, I love that'

1844) Sound:: paper

1845) Hussein:: Yeah

1846) Monet:: another FBI agent said, 'good, he looked defiant'

1847) Hussein:: Yeah

1848) Monet:: it looks good that he looked defiant

1849) Hussein:: Yeah

1850) Monet:: An FBI agent then ask you again if your recorder is off

1851) Hussein:: Yeah

1852) Monet:: and you said 'yes, I turned it off'

1853) Hussein:: Yeah

1854) Monet:: another agent asked 'are you positive'

1855) Hussein:: Yeah

1856) Monet:: and you answered 'yes, I'm positive'

1857) Hussein:: Yeah

1858) Monet:: then you say, 'oh no, it is still on'

1859) Hussein:: Yeah

1860) Monet:: You didn't want it known that the defendant was following your lead in 

acting defiant

1861) Hussein:: I was relieved he was arrested.

1862) Monet:: No more questions.

1863)   

1864) Narrator:: With both undercover agents excused the public and press are allowed 

back in the courtroom.

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Chin

1865) Bishop:: The government calls FBI agent Delta Chin to the stand

1866) Bishop:: What was your role in the undercover operations.

1867) Chin:: In June of 2010 agent Trustus  called asking for my help. He'd seen a 

presentation I gave.



1868) Bishop:: You were the contact agent for Hussein?

1869) Chin:: Yes, I was the go-between him and the office.

1870)   I would get him funds, equipment, and ensure the confidentiality of the 

agent.

1871) Bishop:: And you worked on e-mails to the defendant

1872) Chin:: Yes, it was a collaborative effort. Trustus would write a draft and I 

would make suggestions.

1873) Bishop:: Were you present at the undercover meetings

1874) Chin:: Yes

1875) Bishop:: What happened at the July 30th meeting?

1876) Chin:: I was in the lobby of the Embassy Suites during the meeting – about 20 

feet away.

1877)   I heard the whole thing via the transmitter Youssef was wearing.

1878)   I took notes and, afterwards, did a debrief with Youssef.

1879)   I used his thoughts to complete my notes. Then I wrote up an E.C. - 

electronic communication

1880) Bishop:: What did they talk about?

1881) Chin:: There were making a lot of small talk and then Youssef asked him what he 

was doing to be a good Muslim.

1882)   The defendant responded with his writings for Jihad Recollections.

1883)   Then Youssef asked if he could travel overseas, the defendant said no;

1884)   Youssef said, 'then what do you want to do' and the defendant said, that he 

wanted to make war on America and that he would do anything for the cause.

1885)   Youssef gave him five options and the defendant choose number four, 

operational.

1886)   He said that he heard of brothers who put explosives in a van and parked it 

somewhere.

1887)   I was so sad that he choose operational.

1888) Bishop:: What did you do with your notes

1889) Chin:: After I wrote the electronic communication, I discarded my notes in a 

confidential trash bin.

1890)   I took everything in my notes and put them in my electronic communication.

1891) Bishop:: Did you know that the recording device failed?

1892) Chin:: I first learned that a few days later, from Trustus .

1893)   As soon as I found out, I ran to the confidential trash bin, <dismay> but the 

notes were already gone.

1894) Bishop:: I have no more questions, your Honor.

1895)   

1896) Judge:: Cross



1897)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Chin

1898) Monet:: The FBI first contacted the defendant in the Fall of 2009, a few months 

after he turned 18

1899) Chin:: <takes everything right in stride, no sweat> Yes

1900) Monet:: and you learned from internal FBI memos that he was a confused kid

1901) Chin:: Yes

1902) Monet:: that he was interested in the party life

1903) Chin:: Yes

1904) Monet:: drinking and using marijuana daily

1905) Chin:: Yes

1906) Monet:: Before the June 2010 meeting you tried the lure the defendant with two 

other schemes and these failed

1907) Chin:: Yes

1908) Monet:: he didn't take the bait

1909) Chin:: <like giving her kudos> Yes, you are right

1910) Monet:: On June 7th, 2010 you received an e-mail from Trustus  telling you that 

he got the green light to target the kid again

1911) Chin:: Yes

1912) Monet:: you also received a psychological profile of the defendant

1913) Chin:: Yes

1914) Monet:: so you learned that he needed respect

1915) Chin:: Yes

1916) Monet:: was shy around authority figures

1917) Chin:: Yes

1918) Monet:: and you choose the undercover agents based on this information

1919) Chin:: Yes

1920) Monet:: Why did the recorder fail on that first face-to-face meeting on July 

30th?

1921) Chin:: I'm not the electronics expert.

1922) Monet:: July 30th was a Friday

1923) Chin:: Yes

1924) Monet:: August 2nd was Monday and your report was finalized on Tuesday, August 

3rd

1925) Chin:: That's right, I did the debrief on the 30th, started my report on the 

2nd and finished it on the 3rd.

1926) Monet:: According to FBI documents, by 9AM on the 2nd it was known that the 

recorder had failed.

1927) Chin:: No one told me, so I destroyed my notes on the 3rd.



1928) Monet:: You destroyed evidence. <not waiting> Let's go over your e-mails before 

that first face-to-face.

1929) Chin:: sure.

1930) Monet:: On June 23rd you wrote and told the defendant to get a hush mail 

account

1931) Chin:: Yes

1932) Monet:: he responds the same day and got the hush mail account

1933) Chin:: Yes

1934) Monet:: you write back and asked if he can still help the brothers

1935) Chin:: Yes

1936) Monet:: he doesn't respond right away to this

1937) Chin:: Yes

1938) Monet:: when he does responds he writes that he is busy and that he will 

contact you when it is a better time

1939) Chin:: Yes

1940) Monet:: You didn't take that as a 'no'

1941) Chin:: <I'm stalwart> That's right

1942) Monet:: You then invoke Allah as a reason for the defendant to help the 

brothers.

1943) Chin:: It was language he was comfortable with.

1944) Monet:: You write that you would be in Portland and wanted to meet him

1945) Chin:: Yes

1946) Monet:: and he doesn't respond at all

1947) Chin:: Yes

1948) Monet:: A week later you send him a prodding e-mail and its still a week before 

he responds

1949) Chin:: Yes

1950) Monet:: and he is not interested in a covert meeting, he wants to meet at his 

Mosque and pray

1951) Chin:: Its against FBI policy to go into a Mosque

1952) Monet:: In earlier testimony we heard that the hush mail account made the 

defendant sophisticated in spy-craft.

1953)   Yet, this was actually your idea.

1954) Chin:: Yes, hush mail is encrypted.

1955) Date:: 23.13

1956) Monet:: In the FBI-crafted e-mail, you refer to eyes and ears everywhere

1957) Chin:: Yes

1958) Monet:: the FBI agents are being secretive

1959) Chin:: Yes



1960) Monet:: the FBI suggests a private location

1961) Chin:: Yes

1962) Monet:: the defendant thinks you ought to be praying

1963) Chin:: Yes

1964) Monet:: He was just following your lead in thinking about security

1965) Chin:: Yes

1966) Monet:: and this was presented in court as evidence of the defendant being 

radicalized?

1967)   At that first face-to-face meeting when the recorder failed you were in the 

hotel lobby

1968) Chin:: Yes

1969) Monet:: in your report it says that on the ten minute walk from Borders to the 

hotel Youssef and the defendant just made small talk

1970) Chin:: Yes

1971) Monet:: Now Youssef remembers that he told the defendant that there were 5 to 7 

candidates and that he would be assessed.

1972)   That didn't make it into your report.

1973) Chin:: I included what I thought was important

1974) Monet:: And small talk is important?

1975)   During the operation, Youssef often says, 'it has to come from you' and he 

didn't always mean it.

1976) Chin:: I can't know what Youssef meant.

1977) Monet:: Youssef gave 5 options and the defendant choose operational

1978) Chin:: Yes

1979) Monet:: then the defendant said that he didn't know what operational meant

1980) Chin:: Yes

1981) Monet:: and that didn't make it into your report

1982) Chin:: Yes, you are right

1983) LH:: Youssef was the one to suggest the bomb expert

1984) Chin:: Yes

1985) Monet:: and told the defendant to pick a target in Portland

1986) Chin:: Yes

1987) Monet:: Did you also authorize Youssef to mention Pioneer Square.

1988) Chin:: <like he is thinking hard and earnest> I don't recall.

1989) Monet:: Let's listen to the phone call between the defendant and Youssef 

setting up the first meeting.

1990) Defendant:: where do you want to meet?

1991) Youssef:: Let's meet at the Borders at Morrison and 3rd – right near Pioneer 

Square



1992)   

1993) Monet:: Borders is actually not `right near` Pioneer Square, is it?

1994) Chin:: It's close.

1995) Monet:: You were present at the arrest site on November 26.

1996) Chin:: Yes, I was fake-arresting Hussein.

1997) Monet:: Hussein was screaming

1998) Chin:: Yes

1999) Monet:: he wanted to start running

2000) Chin:: Yes

2001) Monet:: part of the plan was to get the defendant to look defiant, if he 

started to run that would have looked very defiant, very good.

2002) Chin:: My work was vindicated – he showed no remorse.

2003) Monet:: No more questions.

2004) Judge:: Next witness

2005)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop directs Davine

2006) Bishop:: The government calls Agent Ivan Davine.

2007) Bishop:: How long have you been with the FBI.

2008) Devine:: I've been with the Portland Joint Terrorism Task Force since 2001.

2009) Bishop:: What was your role in this case.

2010) Devine:: I interviewed the defendant's father.

2011)   He called the FBI and said that his son was brainwashed and had a ticket to 

Yemen.

2012)   I told him that we couldn't do anything because his son was over 18.

2013) Bishop:: And this was on August 31st, 2009?

2014) Devine:: Correct

2015) Bishop:: Then what happened?

2016) Devine:: We did a routine background check and found out that the defendant had 

communications with known terrorists, so we opened up a case.

2017)   <remorse> I thought he might be a valuable informant.

2018)   Then the case was transferred to the Eugene office.

2019) Bishop:: Why did you write that the defendant was conflicted and manipulable?

2020) Devine:: His e-mails showed that he was conflicted because of his partying and 

his desire to lead a religious life.

2021) Bishop:: What about manipulable?

2022) Devine:: His dad said that he was brainwashed by terrorists.

2023) Bishop:: No more questions

2024) Judge:: Cross, Ms Monet

2025)   



 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Davine

2026) Monet:: You were the first case agent in Oregon to target this defendant?

2027) Devine:: Yes

2028) Monet:: You needed supervisors sign off before starting the investigation.

2029) Devine:: Yes

2030) Monet:: In October 2009 you wrote a memo to a set of supervisors here in 

Portland as well as Eugene and FBI headquarters in DC

2031) Devine:: Yes

2032) Monet:: you wrote that the defendant had entered college

2033) Devine:: Yes

2034) Monet:: and had given up radical ideas

2035) Devine:: Yes

2036) Monet:: you wrote about using him as in informant

2037) Devine:: Yes

2038) Monet:: you were aware that he was using marijuana daily

2039) Devine:: Yes

2040) Monet:: that he was getting quite drunk

2041) Devine:: Yes

2042) Monet:: that he would sell marijuana to friends

2043) Devine:: Yes

2044) Monet:: It would have been easy to arrest him for dealing marijuana and use 

that to coerce him into being an informant

2045) Devine:: Yes

2046) Monet:: and that's standard operating procedure for the FBI

2047) Devine:: Yes

2048) Monet:: What was the response from the Eugene office?

2049) Devine:: I don't recall.

2050) Monet:: Does this e-mail refresh your memory? Read the highlighted part out 

loud

2051) Devine:: <reading> he is so immature that he would jeopardize any undercover 

operation.

2052) Monet:: He is so immature that he would jeopardize any undercover operation.

2053)   If the defendant were more mature he would be an informant rather than a 

target.

2054) Bishop:: Object, asking the witness t

2055)   o speculate

2056) Judge:: Sustained.

2057) Monet:: If he were manipulaTIVE he might have been the next Youssef

2058) Judge:: <sound: gavel gavel gavel> Ms Monet! Is there a part of sustained you 



don't understand? – next line of questioning.

2059) Monet:: You interviewed the defendant's father on August 31st

2060) Devine:: Yes

2061) Monet:: you did a search on the father in an extensive database ...

2062) Bishop:: Object, relevance

2063) Judge:: Sustained: <pissed> Ms Monet, keep your questions pertinent to THIS 

case.

2064) Monet:: His father described him as technically an adult but still like a child

2065) Devine:: Yes

2066) Monet:: And you were aware that Somali kids from Minneapolis went back and were 

killed

2067) Devine:: Yes

2068) Monet:: In September of 2009 the FBI started following the defendant around

2069) Devine:: Yes

2070) Monet:: taking pictures, video of him

2071) Devine:: Yes

2072) Monet:: and you received all these reports

2073) Devine:: Yes

2074) Monet:: and there was no information about weapons or locations

2075) Devine:: true

2076) Monet:: you observed a kid, hanging around with friends

2077) Devine:: Yes

2078) Monet:: You received court authorization to intercept all phone and electronic 

communications

2079) Devine:: Yes

2080) Monet:: and he talked about school, never about terrorist attacks

2081) Devine:: That's right

2082) Monet:: On November 16th your wrote to supervisors that he was a conflicted and 

manipulable kid, that he wants a double life

2083) Devine:: Yes

2084) Monet:: you also wrote about the defendant's high school writings in Jihad 

Recollections, even though you knew that he had stopped talking or e-mailing about 

Jihad

2085) Devine:: <regret> true

2086) Monet:: No more questions

2087) Judge:: Mr. Bishop?

2088)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Todd

2089) Bishop:: Government calls Agent John Todd



2090)   Agent Todd, how long have you been with the FBI?

2091) Todd:: For seven years, in 2009 I was with the Portland JTTF, now I'm stationed 

in Boston.

2092) Bishop:: What was your role in this case

2093) Todd:: I was the contact agent for a source. His job was to assess the 

defendant on-line.

2094) Bishop:: What was the source's cover?

2095) Todd:: A recent convert to Islam. He used the alias Bill Smith.

2096) Bishop:: Did Bill Smith put ideas in the defendant's head?

2097) Todd:: No, our job was to assess a terrorist threat.

2098) Bishop:: What did the defendant's responses tell you?

2099) Todd:: He wanted to make Jihad on America's homeland.

2100) Bishop:: No more questions

2101) Judge:: Cross, Ms Monet

2102)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Todd

2103) Monet:: This Bill Smith doesn't actually work for the FBI.

2104) Todd:: true

2105) Monet:: he runs a e-mail fishing scheme and gets paid by the catch

2106) Bishop:: object, asked and answered

2107) Judge:: sustained

2108) Monet:: You stated that you didn't mean to put ideas in his head

2109) Todd:: I didn't

2110) Monet:: For 6 months Bill Smith sent the defendant over 50 e-mails

2111) Todd:: about 50

2112) Monet:: Often the defendant didn't respond for over a month and you kept up the 

assault

2113) Todd:: He was a terrorist threat.

2114) Monet:: Let me remind you of an e-mail from this Bill Smith, <reading> I see 

other brothers trying to fight and I want to as well.

2115) Todd:: He was playing a role

2116) Monet:: In all of the defendant's e-mails to Bill Smith is there any indication 

that he wanted to do violence in the west

2117) Todd:: No

2118) Monet:: No. In this December 1st e-mail, you brought up bringing the fight to 

the west and included the justification <reading> 'then our brothers in Palestine 

will have success'.

2119) Todd:: Yes, to assess his mind set.

2120) Monet:: He didn't respond so the FBI contacted him again on January 1st.



2121)   In this next e-mail you refer to recent actions against the west in a 

positive light

2122) Todd:: yes

2123) Monet:: including the underwear bomber

2124) Todd:: yes

2125) Monet:: and your wrote, quote, 'it would be so easy to bring any US city to its 

knees'.

2126) Todd:: That could refer to praying.

2127) Monet:: San Fransisco has a large JTTF office, Portland's was growing and you 

were in charge

2128) Todd:: Yes

2129) Monet:: No more questions.

2130) Judge:: Let's break for the evening.

2131) Date:: J25

2132)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Directs Marino

2133) Bishop:: The government calls agent Galvin Marino to the stand

2134) Bishop:: You have been with the FBI since 1998

2135) Marino:: That's right.

2136)   I started off in narcotics and have been an electronic surveillance expert 

with the Portland JTTF since 2002.

2137) Bishop:: Were you involved in the July 30th operation?

2138) Marino:: Yes, I outfitted Youssef with the recording device and transmitter 

just before he left to meet the defendant.

2139) Bishop:: When did you first learn that the recording device failed?

2140) Marino:: The following Monday. Another agent was transferring to CD and 

discovered that the recorder failed.

2141) Bishop:: Why did it fail?

2142) Marino:: I was testing the device the day before, on the 29th and forgot to 

turn it off.

2143)   I topped off the battery on the morning of the 30th and made a test recording 

with Youssef.

2144) Bishop:: What was on the tape?

2145) Marino:: Like eight and a half hours of me in my vehicle... and the test 

recording with Youssef. I never used THAT recorder again.

2146) Bishop:: No more questions.

2147) Judge:: Ms Monet

 Court Scene:: Monet Crosses Marino

2148) Monet:: You've had 10 years of electronic surveillance training with the FBI



2149) Marino:: Yes

2150) Monet:: You first learned on August 2nd, Monday morning that the device failed

2151) Marino:: Yes

2152) Monet:: and you reported this immediately

2153) Marino:: Yes

2154) Monet:: On the 29th, the day before the meeting, the device was fully charged

2155) Marino:: Yes

2156) Monet:: the date and time were accurate

2157) Marino:: Yes

2158) Monet:: it was fully serviceable

2159) Marino:: Yes

2160) Monet:: a red L.E.D. activates when its turned on

2161) Marino:: Yes

2162) Monet:: The FBI has a lot of different makes and models of recording devices

2163) Marino:: Yes

2164) Monet:: and agent Youssef requested this particular device

2165) Marino:: Yes

2166) Monet:: When you placed the device into it's case it was not activated

2167) Marino:: I don't know

2168) Monet:: The red L.E.D. was not activated

2169) Marino:: True

2170) Monet:: When you placed the device into it's plastic case it was not activated

2171) Marino:: true

2172) Monet:: So, the recorder somehow turned itself on while in the closed plastic 

case ?

2173) Marino:: Yes

2174) Monet:: You arrived at the Embassy Suites mid morning

2175) Marino:: Yes

2176) Monet:: there were already numerous agents there

2177) Marino:: Yes

2178) Monet:: Portland Police provided a full SWAT team

2179) Marino:: Yes

2180) Monet:: You opened the plastic case, discovered a low battery and charged the 

device for about 30 minutes

2181) Marino:: Yes

2182) Monet:: you made a test recording, and that worked

2183) Marino:: Yes

2184) Monet:: you gave the charged device to the operative and showed him how to turn 

it on



2185) Marino:: Yes

2186) Monet:: You next saw the recorder Monday morning after a colleague notified you 

of the malfunction

2187) Marino:: Yes

2188) Monet:: The initial report was that the problem was overcapacity of memory

2189) Marino:: I don't recall.

2190) Monet:: I have here an August 2nd report stating that the problem was with the 

memory

2191) Marino:: It could have been the battery or memory.

2192) Monet:: I have here a September 16 report which states that the memory was full 

prior to the July 30th meeting.

2193) Marino:: I don't know about that

2194) Monet:: The report also includes that the device had a time stamp of December 

30th, 1899.

2195) Marino:: Yes

2196) Monet:: And that is consistent with someone pulling the battery out

2197) Marino:: There could be other reasons for that.

2198) Monet:: It is CONSISTENT with someone pulling the battery out

2199) Bishop:: Object, asked and answered

2200) Judge:: Sustained

2201) Monet:: You also participated in the August 19th meeting – the first face-to-

face with Hussein.

2202) Marino:: Yes

2203) Monet:: after the meeting Huessien left his recorder on

2204) Marino:: Yes

2205) Monet:: you were excited

2206) Marino:: Yes

2207) Monet:: You stated that the director of the FBI would also be excited.

2208) Marino:: I don't recall.

2209) Monet:: you used sexual language to describe your excitement

2210) Marino:: I don't recall

2211) Monet:: You said, <reading> 'Robert F.N. Mueller the third is gonna get a 

woody'

2212) Marino:: Yes

2213) Monet:: No more questions

2214) Judge:: Redirect, Mr Bishop?

2215)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Redirects Marinio

2216) Bishop:: The device did not malfunction – it turned on inadvertently



2217) Marino:: that's right

2218) Bishop:: That all, your Honor.

2219) Judge:: Recross Ms Monet?

 Court Scene:: Monet Recrosses Marino

2220) Monet:: You don't know why the recording device failed

2221) Marino:: True

2222) Monet:: You learned it failed on August 2nd at 9AM and you reported this right 

away.

2223) Marino:: yes

2224) Monet:: No more questions

2225) Narrator:: The government then calls a series of expert witnesses and rests.

2226) Date:: J28

2227)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Directs Mahad

2228) Monet:: Defense calls Elmi Mahad

2229) Monet:: You were not born in this country.

2230) Mahad:: I came here as a refugee in 1993 because of the civil war in Somalia.

2231)   They were killing everyone with a university degree.

2232)   <crying> I had to leave my wife and infant son behind for one year

2233)   They were malnourished when they arrived.

2234)   I was so grateful to America.

2235)   I had a civil engineering degree and was a lecturer back home.

2236)   When I first got here I could only get a job in a packaging company, working 

15 hours a day.

2237)   Now I am a software engineer at Intel.

2238) Monet:: What were your son's interests as a child?

2239) Mahad:: He liked sports, especially the NBA. He had an identity crises as a 

teenager.

2240) Monet:: Did your family travel to London?

2241) Mahad:: Yes, there was a funeral for my uncle and we all went over.

2242)   My son was singled out at the airport because of him name.

2243) Monet:: You son liked to read and write?

2244) Mahad:: Yes, he is a good writer, he won a poetry contest in the 10th grade.

2245) Monet:: In August of 2009 you were concerned that your son might leave the 

country.

2246) Mahad:: My wife and I had split up. <rising desperation>

2247)   My son called me at work to say that he was going to leave the country, that 

he had his passport.

2248)   I called my wife and she couldn't find his passport.



2249)   I tried calling my son back and couldn't get a hold of him.

2250)   I heard of Somali kids from Minneapolis going back and getting killed.

2251)   We needed help, we panicked, I called the FBI...<recomposing>

2252)   They wanted to meet so I invited them to my wife's house.

2253)   A few hours later she found my son and he didn't have a ticket or a visa.

2254)   I called the FBI back to say everything was OK but they still wanted to meet.

2255)   When they showed up they said they were from Portland JTTF.

2256)   <rising hysteria>

2257)   I told them, why JTTF? and  I love America and God bless America! and I am so 

grateful to America! why JTTF?

2258)   Why JTTF? Portland why JTTF?

2259) Monet:: <calming> Did the FBI mention their concerns about your son's contact 

with extremists.

2260) Mahad:: No, we have councilors at our Mosque, which is more like our community 

center, they could have helped, they could have taught him right and wrong.

2261) Monet:: Your next contact with the FBI was at Portland Airport when you learned 

that your son was on the no-fly list.

2262) Mahad:: yes

2263) Monet:: and then after he was arrested

2264) Mahad:: yes

2265) Monet:: Where you aware that he was using drugs

2266) Mahad:: No, my son was the simplest person I met.

2267)   <rising forlornness> He is so good hearted, easy going, down to earth.

2268)   Everyone used to tell their kids – be more like him <looking at his son>– he 

always did what he was told.

2269)   <to his son> I love him more than anything on earth.

2270) Monet:: No more questions

2271) Judge:: Mr Bishop

2272)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Crosses Mahad

2273) Bishop:: Your love for your son made you go to the FBI

2274) Mahad:: <contained> I thought they would help.

2275) Bishop:: You were concerned that your son was brainwashed

2276) Mahad:: <yelling, accusingly> The FBI brainwashed my son

2277) Bishop:: <backing off> At the time, you were concerned he was brainwashed

2278) Mahad:: <angry> I didn't say that, I said the kids from Minneapolis were 

brainwashed

2279) Bishop:: No more questions.

2280) Narrator:: The defense calls a series of character and expert witnesses and 



then rests.

2281)   <J30>

2282) Narrator:: The morning, January 30th started with the Judge's instructions to 

the jury.

2283) Judge:: The government must prove:

2284)   On November 26 the defendant knowingly attempted to use a weapon of mass 

destruction in the United States.

2285)   That the defendant used the mail system to further this attempt.

2286)   That the defendant took a substantial step in the crime, it would have 

happened unless the FBI intervened, and that the defendant was not entrapped.

2287)   Concerning entrapment, the government must prove that the defendant was 

either predisposed to commit such a crime or that the government did not unduly 

induce him to commit the crime.

2288)   It is not entrapment if the government merely gave the defendant the 

opportunity to commit the crime.

2289)   Mr. Bishop

2290)   

 Court Scene:: Bishop Closes

2291) Bishop:: <steps out from behind his mic for the first time in the trial and 

sounds very similar to Judge> This is about a choice made by the defendant to kill 

thousands of Americans.

2292)   This decision was made long before the government became involved.

2293)   His substantial step was dialing the phone.

2294)   It is impossible to entrap someone to dial a phone.

2295)   And when it didn't work the first tine,  he dialed it a second time, 

determined to kill thousands of Americans.

2296)   The law defines entrapment as a two step process.

2297)   <he trips and very smoothly recovers changing 'and' to 'or'>

2298)   It is not entrapment if he was predisposed and if he was .. or if he was not 

unduly induced.

2299)   We are not claiming that the defendant would have committed this exact crime 

but a similar deadly act.

2300)   You have heard evidence that, starting in December of 2008, the defendant was 

active on internet forums and chat room.

2301)   He wrote about eliminating the infidels.

2302)   In early 2009 he began communication with Samir Kahn and Armo Al Ali:

2303)   two terrorist since killed by US drone strikes.

2304)   He wrote four articles for Jihad Recollections demonstrating his deep and 

long standing commitment to violent principles.



2305) Narrator:: and he shows images of the twin towers in flames and a grinning 

Osama bin Laden from the zine

2306) Bishop:: Then the defendant's own father calls the FBI about his son wanting to 

wage war against America.

2307)   Tragically, the defendant's parents already knew what it would take the FBI a 

year to find out.

2308)   Within minutes of meeting the undercover operative Youssef, the defendant 

said that he wanted to wage war on the West.

2309)   The undercover agents continually have him ways to get out and, tragically, 

his mind was made up.

2310)   At the August 19th first meeting with agent Hussein we learned that the 

defendant's desire to make war in the west was based on his long standing 

ideology:

2311)   he had been thinking about killing Americans since he was 15.

2312)   That's all you need to know about predisposition.

2313)   By September 7th the defendant completed several tasks including purchasing 

bomb parts and getting a fake passport.

2314)   These tasks were designed to make it real, to give him a chance to stop: he 

never showed any reluctance.

2315)   The November 4th test bomb was another attempt to make it real, to give the 

defendant a wake up call and he didn't shy away at all.

2316)   His mind was made up to carry out violent Jihad in America.

2317)   On the morning of November 26th the defendant was a peace with his plan.

2318)   The agents took him to view the van as a last effort to get him to stop.

2319) Reporters:: He shows the image of Hussein and the defendant looking in the side 

of the van, this time with the back of the van cut away to show blue barrels 

inside.

2320) Bishop:: Tragically, he wouldn't stop.

2321)   He dialed the phone and when he tried it a second time he was arrested.

2322)   It is impossible to entrap someone for this crime: you must return a guilty 

verdict.

2323)   

2324) Judge:: Ms Monet

2325)   

 Court Scene:: Monet Closes

2326) Monet:: This case IS a tragedy. <agreeing with the prosecution>

2327)   A tragedy for the city of Portland, for the defendant's parents and for the 

defendant himself.

2328)   The FBI went too far in encouraging this tragedy.



2329)   The FBI's own report shows that defendant was moving away from his teenage 

fantasy of Jihad, he went back to school, he walked away and, tragically, the FBI 

kept pulling him back.

2330)   You've heard about his writings in praise of 9-11 and there is plenty to be 

angry about, but we are hearing things that just do not make sense.

2331)   He did absolutely nothing to prepare, build or even contemplate a weapon of 

mass destruction.

2332)   The FBI's own assessment was that he didn't know how and that he would take 

no action without specific instructions.

2333)   Beginning in November of 2009 the FBI began their year long tried and true 

campaign of inducement.

2334)   They started with e-mails about bringing the war to the west, about bringing 

a US city to its knees.

2335)   These early attempts failed.

2336)   The defendant moved away from Jihadi thinking: he went back to school, he 

walked away.

2337)   The FBI continued with their e-mail campaign for seven months and, still, the 

defendant did not take the bait.

2338)   When their e-mail schemes didn't work, the FBI brought in undercover agents 

Youssef and Hussein.

2339)   Two older, more sophisticated men who were scientifically selected to take 

advantage of the defendant's psychological profile including his marijuana use and 

religious conflicts.

2340)   They claimed to be assessing, however, we saw several example of how they 

manipulated the defendant and how they created evidence.

2341)   they said 'there are eyes and ears everywhere' and he repeated 'spies'

2342)   they told him to get a hush mail account and he did

2343)   they first mentioned Pioneer Square and he repeated it

2344)   they directed him to making a good bye video and he made it,

2345)   they told him what to say and he said it.

2346)   The missing FBI tape from the first undercover meeting on July 30th creates 

reasonable doubt.

2347)   You heard the FBI electronics expert first testify that he left the recorder 

on the day before and then changed his story to 'the recorder spontaneously tuned 

itself on while in its plastic box'.

2348)   This is simply not plausible.

2349)   What was on that missing tape:

2350)   Well, at the next meeting on August 19th as the defendant was saying, 

'remember last time' Youssef shuts him up and prevents him from speaking aloud 



what commonsense dictates:

2351)   The Pioneer Square plan came from Youssef, not the defendant.

2352)   The defendant was not predisposed to commit any crime.

2353)   If you are predisposed you plan, you take action. What did he do?

2354)   If you look at all the evidence, you see a normal kid.

2355)   We heard lots of talk about partying, trying to buy and sell marijuana - 

never any mention of bombs or weapons of any kind.

2356)   When he was a juvenile, still in high school, he did communicate with Samir 

Kahn.

2357)   What he was doing was writing, talking, spending too much time on-line, 

creating an on-line avatar that was not real.

2358)   This discursive community is simply not a threat. He was all talk and no 

action.

2359)   The arrest scene on November 26th shows the degree of scripting and control 

the FBI had.

2360)   Why did they fake arrest Hussein? Why was he yelling?

2361)   Why did he whisper that he was going to make a run for it? Why all this 

stagecraft?

2362)   The defendant was quiet and compliant at the arrest scene - probably 

wondering if it was real.

2363)   Only after agent Trustus  says something in Arabic does he kick out.

2364)   Agent Chin says good! Good, he looks defiant.

2365)   This shows the subtle power and level of scripting in the FBI's plans.

2366)   How did the FBI get a conflicted, manipulable kid to push the button?

2367)   The answer is in the psychological experiments of Stanley Milgram on obeying 

authority figures.

2368)   Dr. Milgram found that 60% or normal healthy people would deliver life 

threatening shocks to test subjects based on <indicate judge in voice> 

instructions from an authority figure.

2369)   This whole FBI plan is a social experiment from hell- Milgram on steroids.

2370)   You saw how the FBI spent months on normalized the idea of an attack in the 

US, how they brought in very effective people in Youssef and Hussein to create an 

overseas fantasy world to which they held the keys; they gave the defendant very 

specific instructions; they isolated him psychologically; they controlled his 

every move.

2371)   The FBI knew the defendant was looking for guidance and they provided him 

with the mentors from hell.

2372)   The government cannot create the crime they solve and this time they simply 

<arm slicing cadence>



2373)   – went-- too – far.

2374)   I ask that you hold the government to the proper standard and return not 

guilty.


